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ABSTRACT

Wavelet Techniqu es in Tim e Series An alys is
with an Appli cati on to Sp ace Ph ys ics

by

Agnieszka Jach, Do ctor of Philosoph y
Ut ah Stat e Univ ersity , 2006

Maj or Prof essor : Dr. Pi otr Kokos zka
Depa r tment : I\Iat hemat ics and Stat istics
Several wavelet techniqu es in th e analys is of t ime series are develop ed and appli ed to
rea l data sets .
Methods for long-m emor y mod els includ e wavelet-b ase d confid ence int ervals for the
self-simil arity para m eter in potenti ally heavy-ta iled observa tions. Em piri ca l coverage probab ilit ies are used to assess t he p roce dur es by appl ying th em to Lin ea r Fract ional Sta ble
Mot ion with m any choices of para mete rs. Asympt otic confid ence int ervals provide empirical covera ge often mu ch lower than nomin al and it is recomm end ed to use sub sam pling
confid ence int ervals. A pro cedur e for monitorin g th e const an cy of th e self-simil arit y p arameter is propo sed and appli ed to Eth ern et dat a sets.
A test to di stin guish a wea kly dep end ent tim e series with a t rend com ponent , from

a long-m emory pro cess, p ossibly with a tr end , is pro posed. Th e test uses a genera lized
likelihoo d rat io stat ist ic based on wavelet doma in likelihoo ds. Th e test is robu st to tr end s
that are piecew ise polynomials . The empiri cal size and power are goo d and do not d epend
on sp ecific choices of wavelet functions and mod els for th e wavelet coefficient s. Th e test is
appli ed to annual minima of the water levels of th e Nile Riv er and confirm s th e pr esence of
long-range dep end ence in this tim e seri es.

lll

A wavelet-based method of computing an index of geomagnetic storm activity is put
forward. The new index can be computed automatica lly using statist ical procedures and
does not require operator's

intervention in selecting quiet days and removal of the secular

component by polynomial fitting. This one-minute index is designed to facilitate the study
of the fine structure of geomagnetic storm events and requires only the most recent magnetogram records, e.g., the two months including the storm event of interest. It can thus be
computed over a moving window as soon as new magnetogram
Averaged over one-hour periods, it is practically indistinguishable

records become available.
from the traditional

Dst

index.
(87 pages)
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
Wavelet-based methods have been widely used in time series analysis for the last twenty
years or so, in areas such as seismology ([34]), image and signal processing ([32]), and more
recently in computer network traffic ([43]) and space physics ([53]). Popularity of waveletrelated techniques stems from the nature and statistical properties of the wavelet coefficients
such as decorrelation, scaling, multi-resolution
This dissertation

decomposition, among others.

consists of three main parts.

Each of them repres ents an individual

manuscript that illustrates the usefulness of wavelet methods in time series ana lysis. Chapters 1 and 2 are concerned with self-similar or/and long-range dependent processes (LRD),
whilst Chapter 3 introduce s wavelet-based application to space physics.
Decorrelation

and sca ling properties

of the discrete wavelet transform

(DVvT) serve

as a basis in point estimat ion of long-range dependent (long-memory) or/and self-similar
time series. Long-m emory and self-similar time series hav e become an estab lished modeling
too l in many areas of science and technology, including geosciences ([42]), medical sciences
([39]), telecommunication

networks ([38]) and to some extend financial econometrics ([22]).

Intuitively , self-simil ar phenomena display structura l similarities that encompass a wide
range of tim e scales. In the network traffic lit era tur e ([36]), the term "burstin ess" is often
used in this context. Roughly speaking, self-similarity mea ns that the pattern of traffic in
a IO-minute int erva l looks the same as the pattern in a I-minute subinterval, which in turn
looks the same as the traffic in its 6-second sub int erva l, provided that the "size" of the
traffic is appropriately

rescaled.

The key parameter

describing a stochast ic process used

to model such phenomena is the self-similarity (Hurst) parameter

H. Long-memory in a

stationary time series occur s when data are found to be strongly dependent over large time
lags, more precisely, when the covariances tend to zero in a power-law like manner and their
sum diverges. The relationship

between long-ran ge dependence and self-similarity is very

close and the two terms are used interchangeably.
process X(t), H > 1/2, with stationary

For example, if we conside r a self-similar

incr ements (e.g. , aggregated traffic data), then the

2
increment process Y(t)

= X(t) - X(t -

1) (Y(t) corresponds to the total traffic volum e

reported between times t - 1 and t) is LRD, and vice versa.
An example of a self-similar time series that we study in Chapter 2 is a linear fractional
stab le motion (LFSM). It is often regarded as the simplest extension of the fractional
Brownian motion to the infinite variance case. Heavy-tailed LFSM with stable increments is
a good model for Internet traffic , because the latter exhibits lots of burstiness. Heavy-tailed
distribution

can yield a very wide range of different values, including "very la rge" values

with nonnegligible probabilities.

In addition, for some values of the Hurst parameter,

the

LFSM has strongly dependent increments, and thus it can be used to model long-memory
observed in the network traffic.
Estimation

of the self-similarity parameter

physica l phenomena

H is of great importance

and the wavelet decomposition

facilit ates the statistica l inferenc e.

DWT allows to reduce LRD in the time domain to weak-dependence
main, whilst replacing nonstationarity

by stationarity.

in modeling the

in the wavelet do-

At the same tim e, du e to scaling,

wavelet coefficients reproduce the self-simil arity of the process. As a result, it is feasible to
use a standard technique such as linear regression to construct a wavelet-based estimator of
the self-similarity parameter.

This estimator is asymptotically

unbias ed and norm al, how-

ever the asymptotic variance depends in a complex way on unknown parameters.
useful approximations

Although

to the asy mptotic variance have been established, they are based on

the ass umption of the Gaussianity , which in practice is not always ju stifi ab le. Therefore.
in Chapter 2, various resampling methods (bootstrap,
constructing

block bootstrap,

confidence intervals for the self-similarity parameter

Monte-Carlo simulations,

the empirical coverage probabilities

subsamp ling) of

are propos ed. Based on

are computed,

and assess-

ment of the methods are made . Practical recommend ation are provided allowing to apply
the optimal method(s) to real traffic measurements.

In addition, a procedure for monitoring

the constancy of the self-sim ilarit y parameter is proposed and app lied to rea l Ethernet data
sets . We can summarize this approach in the following points: 1) the goal is to construct
confidence int erva ls for the self-similarity parameter Hof a highly correlated time series; 2)

3
apply the wavelet transform and work with weakly correlated wavelet coeffic ients instead of
the original observations in the time domain; 3) a wavelet-domain est imator for H is well
defined, but its variance depends on unknown parameters, hence it is difficult to construct
confidence int erva ls for H ; 4) resample wavelet coefficients, compute many copies of the
estimator of H and construct resampling-based

confidence intervals.

Another examp le of LRD time ser ies is the fractionally integrated autoregress ive moving
average (ARFIMA) process derived as a natural extension of the weakly-dependent

ARMA

process to a LRD setting. The ARFIMA process is used as a long-m emory model in Chapter
3 in a test aiming at distinguishing between a long-rang e dependent process, possibly with
a trend, and a weakly dependent process with a trend.
It is of importance to be able to discriminate between short and long memory as it has
been recently realized that practically all statistical procedures intended to detect and estimate long memory give spurious results if a time series without long memory is perturbed
by nonstationarities,

like trends or structural

breaks (change-po int s). The wavelet-based

test that we propose in Chapter 3 relies on yet another feature of the D\i\!T, i.e., its invariance to the polynomial trends of particular

orders and certain piece-wise continuous

functions. The idea of the test is as follows: 1) select a parametric model for which spectra l
densities under the null and the alternative

hypotheses must be specified in such a way

that weak dependence corresponds to a fixed value of a memory parameter,

d

= 0, and

long-range dependence to a range of values, d > O; 2) under the assumpt ions that the DWT
coefficients are approximately

uncorrelated

and unaffected by additive trends , write down

the likelihood function based on the coefficients under both the nu ll and alternative hypotheses, and construct the genera lized likelihood ratio (GLR) statistic; 3) the asymptotic
distribution

of the GLR statistic is known and thus it is feasible to either reject or fail to

reject the null hypothesis.

The emp irical size and power of the test ana lyzed by means of

simu lations are good, but show that the test is somewhat conservative.

The size and the

power do not depend on specific choices of wavelet functions and models for th e wavelet
coefficients. We assume two reasonable representations

for the wavelet coefficients , wh ite

4

noise and autoregressive of the first order.

Th e test is applied to annu al minima of the

water levels of the Nile River and confirms the pre sence of long-rang e depe nd ence in this
tim e series.
An application of wavelet techniques to space physic s is described in Chapter 4. In the
task of constructing

an index of magnetic storm activity we do not assume any sp ecific

para metric model for the underlying time seri es. Th e need of creating an alternative
to the traditionally

index

used Dst index is justifi ed by the main difficult y in produ cing the

latter, i.e., th e removal of th e daily, so-called Sq, var iation , which requir es subjective hum an
input ([37], [44], [49]). Ground-based magnetogr arn record s from the low-latitude magneti c
observatories are used to isolate the signatures of the ring current th at becom es promin ent
during magn et ic storms. These records are multi- scaled, impulsiv e, an d asy n chronou s with
non-stationary

frequency spectra.

Because of the nature of the und erlyin g time series,

multiresolution

de compo sition based on wavelets is well suit ed for the t ask of creat ing an

automated proc ed ur e for and index of magnetic storm ac tivity. It allows to decom po se th e
signal (observed magnetogram record) into th e high- and low-frequ ency compone nt s, which
are localized in time. Thresholding of th e high-fr equency compon ent s removes that part of
the signal that cannot be attributable

to the rin g curr ent act ivit y. Modification of the time

sca les repr esentin g the period ic (daily and half-dai ly) oscillations in magneotogram

record

allows to est imate and cons equently extract the Sq variation.

Th e resulting wavelet-based

procedure is fully aut omated. A comp arison of the traditional

and wavelet-based indi ces of

magnetic storm activ ity for the yea r 2001 is presented and shows that th e two indi ces are
practically indi st ingu isha ble.
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CHAPTER 2
WAVELET-BASED

CONFIDEN CE INTERVALS FOR THE

SELF-SIMILARITY
2.1

PARAMETER

1

Introduction
Empirical studies h ave shown ([30], [36], [38]) that many network traffi c traces exhibit

1

self-similarity or are long-range dependent (LRD). It is of importance in mod eling the flow
of information through a network to estimate the self-simi larity paramet er. Signific ant contribution in this dir ection have been made by severa l authors, see, e.g., [2), [3) for a review
and references . Th e existing theoretical and numerical studies are chiefly concerned with
point estimation

of the self-similarity parameter.

known that the appropriate

As discussed later in this p aper, it is

estimators are asymptotically

unbiased and norm al, but the

asymptotic variance depends in a very comp lex way on unknown param eters. Th erefore,
useful approximations

to the asymptotic varian ce have been derived , but these are based

on th e ass umption of the Gaussianity of observations.

As will be seen in rea l dat a exam-

ples discussed in Section 2.5, the latt er ass umpti on is not always justified and often th e
data exhibit heavy tails charac terized by the tail ind ex n . Suitable ap pro ximat ions to the
asy mptotic variance have also b een der ived in th e case of heavy- tail ed observations.

One

should hop e that these ap proxim ations would yield useful confid ence interva ls for the selfsimilarity para mete r , but our resea rch has shown that this is typi cally not th e case, even if
the tail index n is correctly specified. Thi s ind ex is very difficult to estim ate in pr actic e,
an d a missp ecificat ion of n worsens the empiri cal coverage prob ab ility of the asym ptoti c
confidence int ervals. Boundary effects are an import ant sour ce of bias in finite sampl es.
However , even aft er removing the bound ary wavelet coe fficients , it is not unusual for an
asy mptotic confidence int erval with nominal coverage prob ability of 95% to have an empirical coverage prob ability lower than 75%. A first-ord er bias corrected estimator has been
derived in the case of Gaussian observations by [50] but this modification relies on some very
sp ecific properti es of the normal distribution
1

Coauthored by A . .Jach and P. Kokoszka.

and is not dir ect ly applicable to heavy-tai led

6

t ime series.

In this pap er we propos e a number of alt ernative methods of constructing confidence
interva ls for th e self-similarity parameter.

We compare five different methods and provide

practical recommendations.

We also propos e a pro cedure for monitoring th e constancy of

the self-similarity parameter

and apply it to Ethern et traffic measur em ents .

In our simu lation study we focus on self-similar (motion-type) proc esses and use the Linear Fractional Stable Motion as an archetype. Recall that a stochastic pro cess X= {Xt}tER
is self-sim ilar with self-simi larity param eter H > 0 if for any positive constant c

where

=d

denot es th e equality of the finit e-dim ens ional distribution s. We say that th e

process X= {Xt}t ER is a Lin ear Fractiona l Stable Motion (LFSM) if Xt is defined by the
int egra l
(2.1)
where a E (0, 2], and d

=

H - 1/a, for some H

E

(0, 1), H -j. 1/a,

M0t is an a -stabl e

symmetric random measure on R with Lebesg ue control meas ure, see Section 3.3 of [45],
x+

= m ax {x, 0}.

H . When a

This process h as stat ionary increme nt s and is self-simil ar with paramet er

= 2, i.e. , when the process is Gaussian, and when H > 1/2 the increments

of X are LRD. In the case of a < 2, the process defined by (2.1) h as heavy tails and even
though th ere is no univers ally agreed upon definiti on of long-rang e dependence when the
variance is infinite, the increme nt process of X, called a Linear Fractional Stab le Noise, is
sa id to be LRD if H > 1/ a:. For further deta ils abo ut LFSl'vl and heavy-ta iled self-simi lar
and LRD proc esses, see Chapter 7 of [45]. Th e LFSM has been used for modeling large
network traffic fluctuat ions ([25], [55]).
The obj ect ive of this paper is to develop an d comp are severa l wavelet-base d met hods
of constructing confidence int erva ls for th e param eter H in the LFSM. Wavelets are known
to be an efficient too l in the context of long-range depend ence and self-sim ilarit y, see [3],
[4], Chapter 9 of [41], [47], amo ng others.

Wh en a discr ete realization of a pro cess is

7

availabl e, Mallat's algorithm can be used to produce the set of discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) coefficients making these procedures app licab le to very long time series obta ined ,
for examp le, from network traffic measurements.
Two features of the DWT coefficients of a long-range dependent process , decorrelation
and sca ling, are utilized in the estimat ion of H and the construct ion of confidence intervals through the asymptotic and resampling approaches.
considerat ion using empir ical coverage probabilities.

We assess the procedures under

Our overall assessment of the rela-

tive performance of the methods enables us to provide useful guidance for their practical
app lication .
The paper is organized as follows: We first describe in Section 2.2 a wavelet-based
estimator of the self-simi larity parameter of the LFSM. This estimator forms the basis for
the construction of the confidence intervals. In Section 2.3, we introduce several methods of
constructing confidence intervals. We then give in Section 2.4 a detailed description of the
simu lation study and discuss the results. In Section 2.5, an app lication of our techniques
to Ethernet traces is presented.
2.2

Estimation of the Se lf-Similarit y P a ramete r of
LFSM
In this section we present a wavelet-based

method of estimating

the self-similarity

parameter H of a LFSM, which serves as a cornerstone for confidence interval construct ion.
Th is method was derived in [1], see also [3].
The wavelet transform coefficients of a continuous time process X = { Xt}tER is a collection of the quantities
(2.2)
where 'lpj,k(t)

2-J/ 2'1j;(2-Jt - k), t E R. The function 'lj; : R

wavelet, satisfies some regularity assumptions

--->

R, ca lled the mother

(see [15] for the details).

In this setting, 2.i

and k are called scale and location, resp ect ively. In our paper, we work Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) coefficients which are obtained as the output of Mallat's algor ithm ap-
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plied to discrete time observations Xo, X 1 , ...
coefficients

dj,k;

Nj

= 2J--1,

XN-l·

This scheme produc es a set of DWT

of them are avai lable at sca le

Nj

J

= l1og2 (N)J

j = l, 2, ... , J,

= 2j,

nj

where

,

and l·J denotes the integer part. The coefficients

dj,k

can

be viewed as approximat ions to the dj ,k, see Chapter 11 of [41].
The regression-based

approach for estimating the self-s imil arity parameter

H in LFSM

involves the statistic
(2.3)

where
(2.4)

The generalized least squares regression estimator for H is defined by
]nu.ix

L

il =

(2.5)

WjY(Nj),

j=Jrnin

where

]min

and

Jmax

dictate a range of scales upon which the estimator is constructed . [47]

refer to (2.5) as the "log" est imator.

In most app licat ion s, clue to bias-variance trade-off,

the number of sca les used in (2.5) is sma ller than the total number of availab le sca les (see
Section 2.4). The weights

Wj

in equation (2.5) satisfy the following conditi ons
]niux

]-rnu..x

L

Wj

= 0,

L

]Wj

=

l.

j=Jr11in

The specific choice of the

Wj

is discussed in Section 2.4.l.

Detai led exp lanat ion of the estimation

technique along with the asymptotic

results are

given in [47].

2.3

Confidence In terva ls for the Parameter

H

In this section we present several methods of constructing

con fidence int erva ls for

the self-similarity param ete r H in LFSM. Thes e methods can be grouped into two broad
categor ies: method s based on an asymptotic

approx imation, and resamp ling methods.

describe them in Sections 2.3 .1 and 2.3.2, respectively.

We
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2.3.l

Asymptotic approach

The decorrelation property of wavelet coefficients allows us to approximate the variance
of the self-similarity estimator fI. [4] derived the following approximate

= cr2(n) ~

Var{H}

(2.6)

+

(log2(e))21r2 (1
12

22) ( jf,
ex
. .
]=]mill

formula

wJ
)'
N
1

where the summation extends over the octaves used to construct the est imator fI. Consequently, the 100(1 - (3)% asymptotic confidence interval for H is defined as
(H

(2.7)

+ qz(/3/2)cr(cx),fI + qz(l -

/3/2)cr(n)),

where qz(/3) denotes the /3-th quantile of the standard normal distribution.

Note that the

definition of the asymptotic confidence intervals for H requires the knowledge of the stabi lity
index ex and thus we assume that this parameter is known . We comment on this issue when
we discuss our conclus ions and recommendations

in Section 2.4.4.

Our study of the est imator fI showed a sign ificant effect of the boundary

wavelet

coefficients on the bias of this estimator (see Section 2.4.2). To study this bias, we define
the 100(1 - /3)% confidence int erval for the bias as

(2.8)

((H - H)

+ qz(f3/2)sj,./R,

(H - H)

+ qz(l

- /3/2)s/VR),

where fI and s are, respectively , the samp le mean and the sampl e stand ard deviat ion of R
independent replications of fI.
Recall that if a wavelet filter of length Lis used, the first I<j

= min(f(L - 2)(1 -2-j )l, Nj)

wavelet coefficients at octave j are affected by circu larly filtering the dat a and the rem aining
Mj

= Nj - I<j coefficients,

(2.9)

dj,k

= Jj,I<j+k,

called the non-boundary

j = 1, 2, .. . , J,

k = 0, 1, ... , Mj - 1,

wavelet coefficients, are not influenced (for more details see Com-

ments and Extensions to Section 4.11 of [41]). The correspond ing estimator of H based on
the non-boundary

wavelet coefficients is therefore defined as

(2.10)
j=Jmin
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where

(2.11)
and
~

(2.12)

Dj ,k

~
= 2- 1 /2 dj,k,
-

Consequent ly, the 100(1 - /3)% asymptotic

confidence interval using the non-boundary

wavelet coefficients is defined as

(finb

(2.13)

+ qz(/3/2)u(cr.), finb + qz(l

The use of the non-boundary
select ion of

]min

and

Jmax

wavelet coefficients

- /3/2)u(a.)).
dj,k

combined with the appropriate

provide confidence intervals for bias which conta in 0. Such

confidence intervals can be calculated using formula (2.8) with fI replaced by finb (see
Figure 2.1).
2.3 .2

Resampling approach

In this section we focus on the resampling methods of constructing

confidence int er-

vals. The resa mpling procedures are applied to DWT coefficients within given scale. These
methods are heuri stic ally justifi ed by the ap proximat e decorrelation property of these coefficients.
2.3. 2.1

Subsampling confidenc e intervals with nonoverlapping blocks

Consider th e coefficients
2j,,,,,.+l

, · · · ,

n ni -- 2),nax, m -- y'niax

each octave j, j
lo= 11 =

D1,k

= Jmin,

]min

defined by (2.12) at some fixed scales n1 = 2j,,.;,,, n2 =
-

+ 1, ...

... = lBJ-2 = lM 1/ B1j,

y'min.

, ]max,

lBj-1

+ 1,

and k -- 0 , 1 • •.

Lf.

, lV.J J -

1 cat scac le n.J.

0

I'

01·
1

we choose a number of block s Bj of lengths

= lM1/B 1j + (M1 mod B 1)

at sca le n 1. In other

words, if M 1 is not divisib le by Bj , the first B 1 - 1 blocks are of the sam e length, 10 , and
the last one is longer by ( MJ mod BJ). At each octave j , we consider th e following blocks
of the res caled non-boundary

{Dj,O,.• •, Dj,lo-d,

wavelet coefficients
... '
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Based on each of these blocks, we compute

1

Y(Mf)

=

'°'m

L.r = O

l

lr-1

_

L

m k=""'ut - ll
L..tr =O

log 2 IDj,kl,

m = 0, 1 ... , Bj

- 1.

r

The index m indicates the position of the block, its range depends on the octave j. Next
we select ]max - ]min+ 1 blocks , one on each scale, and compute th e estim ato r

.

(2.14)

HsN

. N(m(Jmin)
. , .. . , m(Jmax))
. =
= Hs

"°"'WjY (Mjm(j) ),

j,Hu

:r

0

j = Jw-i11

where m(j) is th e index of the block selected on scale 1·. There are S

= TT1-:'
J'."
' . BJ·estima 1'//l"tll

tors (2.14) bas ed on one realization of LFSM. Consequently, the 100(1 - {3)% subsampling
confidenc e interval for H is

(2.15)

(qs(fJ/2), q8 (1 - {J/2)),

where q8 ({3) denot es the {3-th empirical qu antil e of the empiric al distribution
mators

HsN-

of the S esti-

Th e sub script SN in (2.14) sta nd s for "Subs ampling with Non-overlapping

blocks " .

2.3.2.2

Naive block bootstrap
dence int ervals

and bootstrap

We first describe the naive block bootstrap
block bootstrap.

confi-

method sub seque ntl y ca lled for brevity

We use the notation introdu ced in Sect ion 2.3.2.1. For each octave j we

choose a block lengt h lJ, It follows that th ere are MJ - l1

+ 1 (overlapping)

blocks of the

form
.. . '

Next, by drawing with replac em ent from the set {0, 1, ... , Mj - lj}, we select Bj
int egers and denote them by {s 0 , s 1 , . ..

, SB

1

_ 1} .

= IMj / lj l

Based on this selection, we const ru ct the

bootstrap series of coefficient s
... ,

If (Mj mod lj)

f-

0 the length of this series exceeds the number of the non-boundary

coefficients at scale j, therefore we truncate it to obtain a series of length Jvlj, i.e., of the
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same length as the origina l series of the non-boundary
these coefficient s by

f>;,kwe can

coefficients at sca le 2J. Denoting

comp ut e the est imator
],na x

iI;3B =

(2.16)

L

WjY*(Mj),

]=}min

where

M 1 -l

Y*(MJ) = ~ -

(2. 17)

J

L

log2 ID;,kl•

k=O

If we draw one resample at each octave j, we obtain one estima tor (2. 16). Resampling B
times (one resample on each scale) yields B block bootstrap est imators fIE3B· Consequently,
the 100(1 - (3)% block bootstrap confidence interva l for H is

(qb((J/2), Qb(l - (3/2)),

(2.18)

where q6 ((3) denotes the {3-th empirica l quantile of the emp irical dist ribution of the B
est imators

H88.

Note that when the blocks of length 1 are used, the block bootstrap method is equ ivalent
to the DWT-based

bootstrap

method described in [40]. We refer to confidence intervals

obtained in this way as bootstrap confidence interva ls even though it is a spec ial case of the
naive block bootstrap procedure.
For ease of reference, we list in Tab le 2.1 the methods invest igated in this paper and
their abbreviations
probabilities

as well as p lott ing characters used for marking the empirica l coverage

in Section 2.4. In case of subsamp ling method and block bootstrap

we tried

severa l choices of the blocks and thus we h ave more than one plotting character (see Sections
2.4.3.1-2.4.3.2 for mor e detai ls).

2.4

Simulation Study
T his section contains the main results of the paper. In Sect ion 2.4.1 we descr ibe in detail

the procedures for generat ing realizations of LFSM and for estimat ing H. Sections 2.4.2
an d 2.4.3 focus on the performance of the asymptot ic and resampling methods , respectively.
Concl usion s are discussed in Section 2.4.4. We present only the results that best illustrate
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Table 2.1. Methods of const ructing wavelet-based confidence int ervals for the self-sim ilari ty parameter H.
METHOD
ABBR. CHARACTER
X
Asymptotic (correct a)
AP
0
Asymptotic (a= 1.5)
A
o, v
Subsampling with Non-overlapping Blocks SN
6
Bootstrap
B
+, •, *
Block Bootstrap
BB
our findings. Tables with numerical values of the empir ical coverage probabilities and a large
number of add ition al graphs are presented in an extended version of this paper available
from the authors.
2.4.1

Generation of LFSM and estimation of H

Consider a discrete realization of LFSM X 0 , X 1 , ...
variables X 1, t

=

,

=

XN , (Xo

0).

The random

1, 2, .. . , N can be expressed as X 1 = L~ =l Uk, where

(2.19)
As in [45], Section 7.11, the random variable Uk is approximated

as

Mm

L

Uk~

[((i/m)+l

- ((i/m - l)+)d ]m - l/ <>
Z 0 (i - mk) ,

i=l ,i,!cm

for some choice of discretization
and the truncation

parameters

m and NJ which correspond

level in integral (2.19), respectively.

to the mesh size

It is possible to implement an

algor ithm for calculating the last summation directly (see Section 7.11 of [45]) or indir ectly
via the Fast Fourier Transform (see [48]). However since our goa l is to compare methods of
constructing

confidence intervals, the computational

issues concerning generating paths of

LFSM are beyond the scope of this paper. We refer to [48] for more details. In our study
we used the indirect implementation

with discretization

parameters

m

= 64

and .M = 2

14
.

According to [48], the choice of m = 64 when a = 1.5 provides good results for severa l
values of M

= 60,600,

6000, and for various choices of H. In our study M equa ls the length

of the generated series.
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We used nine pairs ( C\'. H) of the paramet ers obtained as combination of th e following
1

sets
Cl'.

E {l.2,1.6,2.0}

R

For each pair, we generated

=

HE {0.6,0.75,0.9}.

300 ind ependent

via the indir ect method and truncated
computations.

and

realizations

of LFSM of length 2 14

them to our target length N

=

10000 for further

The generated series were originally of length 2 14 and not 10000, in ord er to
Same choice for !VJ,i.e., !VJ= 2 14 comb ined with m

utilize the Fast Fourier transform.

= 64

yielded m and !VJ+ length of generated series as powers of 2.
To compute wavelet-based estimators of th e self-similarity parameter Hand to construct
confidence intervals, we computed

discrete wavelet transform

algorithm with a wavelet filter of width L

=

6, corresponding

coefficients using Mallat 's
to Daub echies wavelet with

3 vanishing moments . The definition and the role of vanishing mom ents is explained in

Section 11.9 of [41].
Practical selection of sca les upon which the estim ato rs are built depe nd s on the length of
th e ser ies, as well as the bias-variance trade-off ([471). Wh en the series lengt h is 10000 , there
are at most J

=

13 dyadi c sca les available, however not all of them should be includ ed in th e

est imation. Based on the analysis of the bias of the asymptot ic estim ato r (2.8) pre sented in
Sect ion 2.4.2 and rationale behind the resamplin g methods we m ade the following select ion.
We used two sets of sca les n1

= 23, n2 = 24, ...

, n5

=

28 an d n 1 = 23 , n2

= 24, ...

, n7

to see which was the bett er opt ion. In add ition, we con sidered ser ies of length N

= 29 ,
=

212,

to compare met hods of constru ct ing confidence int ervals for H with respect to the lengt h
of the series (longer series, N

=

2 13 and shorter series, N

comput ed th e est imators using two collections of sca les
n1 =

2 3, n 2 = 24, . .. , n 6

involved in the estimation)

=

28 . The weights w 1, w 2 , ...

n1

1 , ...

2 12). For short er series, we

= 23 , n 2 = 24 , . ..

, Wm

(m

,n5

=

27 and

is the numb er of octaves

can be determined by an m x m st rict ly positive definite matrix

G. The connection between the weights and the matrix

G= diag{n

=

, nm} , where

n1

= 21•"'",n2

=

2J,,.,,.+1 ,

.. .

G is describ ed in [47]. We used

,nm

=

2j""", which is the only

practica lly ava ilab le choice of G when the autocovariances of the observations are unknown.
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2.4.2

Asymptotic

confidence intervals for H

In this section we discuss the results of simulations for the asymptotic methods.
Based on confidence intervals for the bias of the asymptotic estimator,

(2.8), calcu lated

for two boundary rules, periodic and reflection (see [40] for more details), and as a function

= 1, 2, ...

of ]min

, 6, we conclude that; firstly, it is necessary to drop first few scales to avoid

= 3 is a reasonable

bias Umin

choice), but not too many to keep the variance low; secondly,

the bias caused by the periodic rule is greater than that for the reflection rule; thirdly, the
exclusion of the boundary wavelet coefficients yields the desirable bias containing 0, located
between the biases introduced

by the two boundary

rules (see Figure 2.1 for the longer

series, similar results were obtained for the shorter series).
The choice of the upper cut-off is not as critical and the behavior of the confidence
intervals when all wavelet coefficients are included is very similar for three choices of ]max
10, 11, 12 we considered.

=

We present the comparison of the confidence intervals for bias

(2.8) of the asymptotic

estimator

for

J = 13 and wavelet filter of length L = 6 this is the largest scale

Jmax

= 10, since for

containing the non-boundary

computed

coefficients (for J

hand, since the number of the non-boundary
to use

Jm ax

with and without the boundary

= 12 the

coefficients,

largest scale is 9) . On the other

coefficients at thi s scale is low, it is reasonable

< 10, especially for the resampling methods .

However, even after excluding the boundary coefficients and carefully selecting
]max,

the asymptotic

method does not provide satisfactory

]min

and

results. The empiri cal coverage

probabilities for the two choices of J, 13 and 12, are very similar with valu es in the 40%-75%
range, and increasing with H, for all values of o considered (see Figures 2.2-2.3, x ). The
variability among the confidence intervals based on different replications

(a, H) is large when o = 1.2, and small when o

=

but for the same

2.0, and overall smaller for the longer

series.
A practical implementation
index o.

Our simulations

of the asymptotic method requires the knowledge of the tail

have shown, however, that o need not be known precisely, as

long as it is not too close to zero. The variance (2.6) as a function of o changes very slowly
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for o > 0.5. The empirical coverage probabilities with the variance (2.6) computed with
a possibly misspecified o

=

1.5 behave very similarly to those based on the correct o (see

Figures 2.2-2.3, o).
We summarize our conclusions for the asymptotic approach in the following points:
• Asymptotic

intervals (2. 7) are strongly influenc ed by the boundary coefficients.

• Asymptotic intervals (2.13) based on the non-boundary

wavelet coefficients have cov-

erage in the range 40%- 75%.
• Asymptotic intervals (2.13) based on the variance (2.6) computed for incorrect o

= 1.5

provide similar coverage to those based on the corr ect o.
• Asymptoti c int erva ls (2.13) computed for different replications but fixed (o, H ) vary
a lot among each other when the ser ies lengt h is 2 12 and o sma ll.
2.4.3

Resampling confidence intervals

2.4.3.1

Subsampling confidence interv als with nonoverlapping blocks

'0/e cont inu e the discussion of the sim ulat ion results with the resamp ling methods ,
focusing first on the sub sa mpling procedure with non-ov erlapping blo cks. Choosing the
lengt hs of the blocks in procedures of this type is always a difficult task.
strategies.

First, we partitioned

We tried two

different scales into blocks with length s roughly the same

across all sca les. At the same time we aimed for th e total number of estimators,
not too high. Th en , we used blocks of length equal to approximately

S, which is

25% of the coefficients

at the lowest scales, and to all the coefficients at the remai ning sca les, this time making
sure that S was sufficient ly large to construct the percentile-type
Using the first strategy, for the short er series ( N

confidence intervals.

= 2 12 ) the number of blocks were as

follows:
(2.20)

at scales 23 , 24 , ...
B3 = l6,B4 = 8,Bs = 4,B6 = 2,B1 = 1,
B3 = 16, B4 = 8, Bs = 4, B5 = 2, B1 = Bs = 1, at scales 23 , 24 , ...

27 ,
8
,2 .
,
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For the lon ger series (N

=
B3 =

( . ) B3
2 21

l6,B4
16, B4

=

2 13 ), we used

= 8,B5 = 4,B6 = 2,B 7 = B 8 =
=

8, B5

=

4, B6

at scales 23 , 2 4 , ... , 28 ,
1, at scales 23, 24, ... , 29 .

1,

= 2, B1 = B3 = Bg =

In each case the number of estimators

(2.14) was S

=

1024.

For both lengths, and for both choices of sca les, the emp iri cal coverage probabilities

are

very simil ar and very close to 100% (see Figures 2.2-2.3, o). The intervals a re much longer
then those based on the asymptotic
very informative.

method, especially for the shorter series, and thus not

This strategy is thus not recommended.

Using the second strategy, for the shorter series (N

= 2 12 ) the number of blocks were

as follows:
at scales 23 , 24 , . . . , 2 7 ,
B3 = B4 = ... = B6 = 4, B1 = 1,
B3 = B4 = ... = B6 = 4, B1 = B3 = 1, at sca les 2 3 , 24 , ... , 28 .

(2.22)

For the lon ger series (N

=

2 13 ), we used

at sca les 23, 24 , ... , 28 ,
B3 = B4 = ... = B6 = 4, B1 = B3 = 1,
B3 = B4 = ... = B6 = 4, B1 = B3 = Bg = 1, at scales 23 , 24 , . .. , 2 9 .

(2.23)

In each case the number of estimators

(2.14) was S

=

256. Such a choice of the number of

blocks, not only yields shorter confidence intervals, but a lso provides coverage probabilities
very close to nominal (see Figures 2.2-2.3, 9) .
We observe a n increase in the coverage probabilit y for the longer series with
]max

=

9 as a function of H for all ex, with th e values approaching

slight undercoverage

can be improved by choosing

]min

]m i "

= 3 and

95% as H incr eases. This

= 3 and ]max

= 8. The empirica l

coverage is then very close to the nominal value. The emp iri ca l coverage probability

for the

shorter series (both sets of sca les) is more stable and is close to 95%, how eve r int ervals are
longer and so less informative.
The results for the subsamp ling method can be summarized

as follows:

• The subsamp ling method y ields longer confidence intervals than the asymptot ic method
an d high er coverage.
• When the subsamp les are too short, coverage is close to 100%, the int ervals are too
long.
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• Sampling about 25% of the coefficients at the lowest scales provides coverage of 90%95% (with a target value of 95%).
• Confidence int erva ls for the longer series are shorter.

The choice of

3 and

]min

= 8 for both lengt hs is optimal.

]max

A referee of this paper suggeste d to study hybrid "asymptot ic-su bsampling" 100( 1- a)%
confidence int erva ls defined as

(fl 11b + qz(f3/2)ssN, flnb

(2.24)

where ssN is the sample standard

+ qz(l

- {3/2)ssN),

deviation based on the 256 est imat ors HsN with the

number of blocks determined by (2.22) and (2.23). This method gives results very similar,
the difference in emp irical coverage probabilities is around 1-2% in eith er direction, to the
percentile based subsampling method discussed in this section. All conclusions listed above
remain valid for this modification.
2.4.3.2

Block bootstrap and bootstrap confidence intervals

In this section we focus on confidence intervals based on block bootstrap.
case of block size equa l to 1, following [40], we refer to them as bootstrap

In the special

intervals.

For comparison with the subsamp ling method, we used the lengths of blocks implied
by (2.20)-(2.23).

We also used much shorter blocks: 11

= 4 and

l1

= 2, j =

Jmin,

...

,Jmax,

for both series lengths and both sets of scales.
Using 11 dictated
lengths 13

by (2.20)-(2.23) leads to undercoverage.

For J

= 13 and blocks of

= 14 = ls = 63, 15 = 62, 17 = 60, ls = 28, lg = 12 and h = l4 = ls = 63, l5 = 62,

l1

= 60,

l3

= l4 = ls = 31, 15 = 30, l1 = 28, ls = 12 and 13 = 14 = ls = 31, lu = 30, l1 = 28, the

ls

=

28, the coverage is in the range 60%-75%, whi le for the shorter series with

coverage falls in 65%-80% int erva l (see Figures 2.2-2.3,
dramatically

+). These

results can be improved

if shorter blocks are used (see Figures 2.2-2.3, • ). By taking lj

= 4 at all

sca les, the coverage for N = 2 13 and N = 2 12 , for both sets of scales, increases to 80%-95%.
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Very similar results are obtained for l1

=2

(see Figures 2.2-2.3, *). The bootstrap

method

yields similar coverage of about 75%-95%, (see Figures 2.2-2.3, 6). It has the advantage of
not relying on a block size selection.
The results of simul at ion s for the block bootstrap

and bootstrap methods can be sum-

marized as follows:
• Block bootstrap

with short blocks and bootstrap

methods genera lly provide good

coverage which is slightly below the nominal value of 95%, often by 5% and no more
than 20%.
• When lon ger blocks are used, the undercoverage is more serious.

2.4.4

Summary and conclusions

Based on all our experiments

the following overa ll conclusions can be drawn.

Recall

method provides quite low empirica l coverage probabilities,

in the

that the target coverage is 95%.
(1) The asymptotic

range 40%- 75%, even if only non-boundary

wavelet coefficients are used.

of a ll wavelet coefficients is not recomm ended as they introduce
direction depends on the boundary

The use

large bias, whose

rule app lied. An approx im ate value of a must

be known to determine

the length of the interv a l, however a reasonabl e choice of

this value, for example a

= 1.5, leads to confidence intervals yieldin g simi lar coverage

probabilities to those based on correct o. The asymptotic method, even with correct ly
specified cx, is outperformed
(2) Bootstrap

by all resampling methods considered.

method gives coverage between 75% and 95%.

(3) Block bootstrap

and subsampling with non-overlapping

blocks yie ld best results (cov-

erage of 80%-95%) for appropr iate cho ice of the block lengths.
block bootstrap

If the blocks in the

method are too long, the coverage is too low (60%-80%). If the blocks

in the subsampling method are too short, the coverage is too high (98%-100%).
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(4) Res amplin g confid ence interval s are longer th an the asy mp tot ic, espec ially for the
shorter series .
Subsamp ling with appropriate

choice of blocks yields coverage probabilities

typica lly

some 1%-5% below the nominal coverage. Block bootstrap gives shorter, mor e informative ,
con fidence int ervals, but at the expense of lower empirical coverage, 1%-15% below the
nominal coverage. Th e bootstrap method is an attra ct ive alt ernativ e lead ing to on ly slightly
greater und ercoverage than the block boot stra p, but not requiring blo ck size select ion.
Th ese thr ee methods provide coverage reaso nably close to nomin al and are much bett er
than th e asymptotic method which has been used so far. To achieve better coverage it is
necessary to use longer confidence intervals than the asymptotic ones.
We conclude this sect ion with a heuristic expl ana tion of the conclu sions stated in point
(3) above . Th e block bootstrap met hod reconstructs the series of DWT coefficients at octave
j from blocks of these coefficients . If these blocks are too long, the reconst ru cted series loo k

too mu ch like the original series, not eno ugh variab ility is introdu ced, the estim ator s of

H are too close to the est imator computed from the or iginal samp le, conseque nt ly, the
con fidence int erva ls based on the em piri cal dist ribution of these est imato rs are too short.
By contrast, the subsamp ling method treats blocks in the same way as the origina l ser ies
of coefficients.

These blocks are not put together, so in order for them to "imi tate" the

original coefficients, they mu st be long enoug h . If they a re too short, too much variability
is introdu ced, resulting in con fiden ce int ervals th at are too long.

2.5

Application to Ethernet Traffi c
In this sectio n we present an ap plic at ion of our techniques to four Et hernet data sets.

Each set contains a million packet arriv al times together with the packet sizes in bytes
recorded at an Ethernet link at the Bellcore Morristown Research and Engineering Facility.

In thes e two-column data set s, the first column gives arriva l tim e in second s since the sta rt
of the trace and the second gives the corr espo ndin g Eth ern et packet size in bytes (for mor e
informat ion about these traces see [30] orhttp://ita.ee.

lbl. gov/htm l/cont rib /BC .html). To
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construct th e discrete time series we used in our appli cat ion, we comput ed the total numb er
of byt es transmitted

during consecutive time intervals of constant leng ths 12, 10, 1000, and

1000 milliseconds, thus obtaining four traces "pAug", "pOct ", "OctExt",

and "OctExt4",

respectively . More specifically, let 8 denote the length of the time interval and Zt the size
of a packet arriving at tim e t; th e ind ex t can take any value in the int erval [to,T], where to
and T are th e first and the last values in the time column, resp ect ively. Th e dis crete time
process {z~")} based on a given trace is obtained by putting

Zn(J) =

zt,

~

L....

n

= 1, 2, ...

,N,

N

= l(T - to)/8J.

{t : t - toE[(n- l )J, nJ) }

The four time series are plotted in Figur es 2.5-2 .8.
Veitch and Abry ([51], [52]) develop ed a test for th e tim e constan cy of scaling expon ent s
in self-similar or LRD Gaussian time series and app lied it to Eth ern et seq uences simil ar to
the seque nces {Z,\")}defined above. If the observat ions can be mod eled as increme nt s of a
fractional Brownian motion with self-similar ity parameter H , then the sca ling exponent 'Y
is defined as 'Y = 2H - 1.
Their pro cedure can be summarized as follows:
1. Choose an appropriate

m > 1 and divide the time series into m adj acent blocks.

2. Use a common range of octaves [j 1(m), j 2(m)] to compute the est imates
which can be considered as uncorrelated
and known var iances

i'1,1'2,. .. , i'm,

Gaussian variables with unknown means 'Yi

a}, i = 1, 2, ... , ·m.

3. For a given sign ificance level (3, reject

Ho : all sca ling exponents are equ al

hi = 'Yo,i = 1, 2, ...

, m)

in favor of
H1

:

some sca ling expon ent s are different

hi-/- 'Yj,

if V111 > C111 ((3). Under th e null hypothe sis, the distribution
m ~ ( ' - '\"''
V, - ~
~ 'Yi/2(J'i
m -

L....

i=l

2
O';

'Yi

'\"' / 2
~ l ai

)2

for some i and j),
of th e test statist ic
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is the chi-squared distribution
The procedure

of [51] is essentially

that the estimators

1'i, i =

with m - 1 degrees of freedom.
a one-way analysis of variance and relies on th e fact

1, 2, . . . , m, are approximately

independent

ables with identical known variance which is approximated

normal random vari-

assuming that the observations

themselves are normal.
The procedure we propose is applicable when the data can be mod eled as realizations of
a LFSM and does not require the assumptions
tical implementation

that the observations

are normal. Its prac-

is based on one of the resampling methods of constru cting confidence

intervals for H. Similar procedures have been proposed in other contexts, e.g., [26].
Suppose then that Xo, X 1, .. . , XN is a realization of a self-similar (motion-type)
with stationary
summarized

as

increm ents sampled at equi-spaced

time points.

Our approach

process
can be

follows :

1. Divide a time series into m adjacent

blo cks of the sa me length.

2. For a given signifi ca nce leve l /3,us e a common to a ll block s range of octaves [Jmin, )max]

to construct

100(1 - /3)% bootstrap

(or block boot stra p, or subsampling)

int erva ls for the self-similarity para meter H;, i

= 1, 2, ...

confide nce

, m in each block; denot e this

int erva l by (l;, ri).

3. Denot e by k the largest number of intervals (I;, r;) with non- em pt y int ersect ion .
4. At leve l of sign ificance

/3 reject
Ho: H; = H 0 , i

= 1,2,

... ,m

in favor of
H1 : H;
if llOO((m - k)/m)J%

> /3 and

=/-Hj, for some i and

conclude that His

j,

not constant.

Ho and conclude that there is no evidence that H is not constant.

Oth erwi se accept
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For example, when

fJ = 0.05, we fail to reject the null hypothe sis if at least 95% of the

confidence int erva ls (with a confidence level of 95%) overlap. Note that since the bootstrap
and block bootstrap

confidence intervals have tendency to undercov er the true H (Section

2.4.4), the acceptance of the null hypoth esis will yield a very strong ev idence supporting
the claim that there is no change in the self-similarity parameter.

Rejection, on the other

hand, has to be treated with caution.
We applied our test with B, BB and SN methods to the cumulativ e sums of the four time
ser ies plotted in Figures 2.5-2.8. After subtracting

a linear trend, these cumul at ive sums

can be modeled as realizations of a self-simi lar process with stat ion ary increments. Recall
that the wavelet coefficients, and hence our procedure, are not affected by a linear trend.
We split the four series into 26,17,12, and 7 blocks, respectively, of lengt hs approx imately
equa l to 10000. We used sca les 23 , ...

, 29 ,

the same conclusions for all series and all types of

intervals (with slightly different intersections) are drawn when sma ller set of sca les 23 ,

...

,
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is used.
Nominal B , BB, SN, 95% confidenc e int erva ls based on the first two series, "pAug" and
"pOct", are presented in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. For the series "pAug ", all 26 SN confidence
intervals cover the same range (0.8330, 0.8690) and therefore we accept the null hypothesis
supporting

the claim about constancy in H. Less conservative tests bas ed on B and BB

methods reject this claim.

Slightly different conclus ions hold for the series "pOct " . At

least 100 - l100(1/17)J% of BB and SN confidence intervals overlap, yie ldin g intersections
(0.7706, 0.7819) and (0.7422, 0.7468), resp ectively. Our results for the series "pAug" and
"pOct " based on the SN method thus accord with those arri ved at by [51).
The 95% confidence intervals for the series "OctExt " and "OctExt4 " are plotted in
Figures 2.11 and 2.12. The intersection of SN confidence intervals for the series "OctExt "
is (0.9829, 1.1855) and for the ser ies "OctExt4"

is (0.9675, 1.2308). For the former series

the constancy in H is not confirmed by the tests based on B and BB methods, however
for the "OctExt4"
intersections

series, B and BB-based tests also indi cate that H is constant, yie ldin g

( 1.0404, 1.1072) and (1.0163, 1.1365), respectively.

If we were to accept the
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constancy in H for both series, the estimated value of H would fall into the range including
values greater than l. These series thus cannot be viewed as increments of a LFSM, for
which O < H < 1, but might well be assumed to be increments of a different self-similar
process with O < a < l. Both ser ies, especia lly "0ctExt4",
Recall, see Corollary 7.1.11 of [45], that ifO <a<

1 the upper bound on His 1/a and not l.

Recall also that the test of [51] used an approximation
on the assumptions

are seen to have very h eavy tails.

to the variance of')'; which was based

that the observations are approximately

is questionable for the series "OctExt" and "0ctExt4",

normal. Such an assumption

and the rejection reported by [51]

might be spurious. We note however that our numerical experiments discussed in Section
2.4 considered only LFSM with 1 < a :S:2, so our conclu sion of the constancy of H in the
series "OctExt" and "OctExt4" must be treated with caut ion.
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CHAPTER 3
WAVELET DOMAIN TEST FOR LONG-RANGE DEPENDENCE
THE PRESENCE
3.1

OF A TREND

IN

1

Int roduction
Long-range dependent

(LRD) processes, also known as long-memory processes, have 1

been extensively used and studied in the past few decades.

The relevant literature

that

has accum ulated is too extens ive to attempt even a limited review here, so we instead refer
the reader to the collect ion [17] which covers not only the most recent developments in t he
theory and applications

of LRD processes, but also contains a number of review chapters

tracing the historical dev lopment of important facets of these processes.
The goal of the present paper is to propose and explore a test aimed at distinguishing
between a LRD process, possibly with a trend, and a weak ly depe nd ent process with a trend.
Roughly spea kin g, under the null hypothesis the observed time series Xo, X 1 , ...
lows the mod el Xt

,

XN - I fol-

= Yt + mt, where the process {Yi} is stat ionary and weak ly dependent

and m 1 is a deterministic function, and und er the alt ernative the Xt follow an LR.D model.
The testing problem is formulated precisely later in this section where the relevant background and research are also reviewed. The test is constructed in the wavelet domain and is
motivated by the recent work of [14]. The main reason why the wavelet domain is su itable
for such a test is that (non-boundary)

wavelet coefficients are invariant with respect to an

additive polynomial trend, i.e. , the wavelet coefficients of {Yi+ mt} and {Yt} are the same,
provided that mt is a polynomial of sufficiently low order.

Since wavelet coefficients are

localized in time, only very few of them will b e influ enced by discontinuities in the function
mt or its derivatives, provided the number of discontinuities is small relat ive to the length

of the realization.

Thus, in the wavelet domain, the process {Y1 + mt} looks very much

the same as the process {Yt}, so the determinist ic trend is effectively elimin ated from the
testing problem. The next step is to find a test statistic based on th e wavelet coefficients
which has a known distribution,
1

at least in an asymptotic sense, if the und erlying process

Coauthored by A. Jach and P. Kokoszka.
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is weakly dependent,

and which diverges, if it is LRD. In this paper , we focus on th e gener-

alized likelihood ratio statistic which can be easi ly computed because of specia l properties
of the wavelet coefficients, which will be discussed in the following , and whose asymptotic
distribution

is known to be chi-squared.

Realizations

of stationary

LRD processes exh ibit long, non-periodic

cycles which, in

finite samples, resemble non-st ationary behavior with trends and level shifts . It has been
argued for some time that the observed manifestations

of long-range dependenc e can be

exp lained assuming that the observations are weakly dependent, but follow a slightly nonstationary model, for example the model X 1 = Y1 + mt , introduced above. [7] used mathematical arguments to show that the so-ca lled Hurst effect, which motiv ated Mandelbrot and
his collaborators

to advocate the use of self-sim ilar LRD processes , can also be exp lained if

the observations are weakly dependent with a tr end sa tisfying certain assumption s. Th at
research was elaborated on by [20] who proved that severa l statistics akin to the modified

R/ S statistic of [31] diverg e to infinity und er either long-range dep end ence or weak dependenc e with trend or change-points.

In a simi lar spirit, [16] argu ed that th e appearance of

long-memory can be exp lained by mod els whose parameters

change or evolve with time.

[24] demon strat ed that many estim ators of the memory parameter

can be "fooled" in the

presence of p er iodicity or a trend. Th ere is by now am ple ev idence that, in finit e samp les,
standard tools like ACF plots and periodogram-based

spectra l est imates behave in a very

similar way for LRD pro cesses and for certain type s of nonstationarit ies. Most long-memory
tests reject in the presence of a trend or chang e-point s. There is often a controv ersy which
of the two mod eling approaches is more appropriat e for a specific time series.
There has however not been much resea rch that produced effective too ls for di stin guishing between lon g-range dependence and a tr end with weakly depen dent noise . [29] developed
theoretical foundations for a periodogram-based

proc edur e to discrimin ate between a LRD

process and the process {X 1 = Yi+mt} with a "small " monotonic function mt. [21] showed
that proc edur es for detecting long-memory which are based on a smoothed periodogram
are robust in the presence of "sma ll" trends. These ideas were recently developed by [46]
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who proposed a test based on a difference between the esti mato r of [19] and its version
based on th e tapered periodogram.

In the latter test, the observat ions are LRD und er the

null , so it is not comparab le with the test proposed in this paper.
discriminating

[6] proposed a test for

between long-range depend ence and wea k depend enc e with a change-point

in mean , which is a time domain procedure based on a CUSUM stat istic for th e parti al
sums of observations.

Th e test of [6] is, however, not suitable if the mea n changes smoothly

under the null.
We now formulate pr ecisely the testing problem and describ e th e testing pro ced ur e in
greate r detail.
We assume that the observat ions follow a Gaussian proc ess both under the null and the
alternative.

If the weakly dependent process {Yi} has absolute ly summab le autocovariance

function and its spectra l density is positiv e at every frequ ency, th en it admits both autoregregress ive and moving average repr esentation of infinit e order with abso lut ely summ able
coefficients, see e.g ., [10], p. 78. Such a process can thus be approx imate d in mean squar e
by a causal an d invert ible ARMA(p, q) process. We therefore postulate that und er the null

{Yi} is an ARMA(p, q) process and
may in p rac tice ass um e that
available only if

mt

mt

mt

is a polynomi al. As we will see in Section 3.6, we

is a piecewise polynomi al, but the theoretica l argu ment s are

is a polynomial. As a model for th e LRD process und er the altern at ive

we use the fractional ARIMA mod el with the differencing parameter

5 > 0 and the same

order p, q as for the ARMA proces s {Yt}. We denote this mod el as ARFIMA(p, 5, q). The
test ing problem is thus formulated as follows:
Null Hypoth esis. The observations X 0 , X 1 , ...

(3.1)

Xt =

Yi + mt,

, XN -l

follow the model

0 :S t :S N - 1,

where {Yt} is a causal and invertible Gaussian ARMA(p, q) pro cess and
Alternative Hypothesis . Th e observations X 0 , X 1 , ...

,

XN-I

mt

is a polynomial.

follow model (3.1), where {Yi}

is a Gaussi an ARFIMA(p, 5, q) proce ss with 5 > 0.
The test is based on the approxim ate decorr elation property of the discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) which asserts that the DWT coefficients, especially of an LRD proc ess ,
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exhibit very small correlations

within each level and between levels.

The decorrelation

property has been established through simulation and theoretical studies, see e.g., [2], [3],
Section 9.1 of [41], and references therein. The decorrelation property holds to a particularly
good approximation

for the non-boundary

DWT (NBDWT) coefficients which are also not

influenced by a polynomial of a sufficiently low order, see Section 3.2 for further details.
Modeling the NBDWT coefficients within each level as either white noise or an AR(l)
process and assuming that the coefficients a t different levels are uncorr elate d, as proposed
in [14], we can write down th e likelihood function under both the null and alternative
hypotheses and construct the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) statistic.
parameter,

o, is

estimated

Since one more

the -2 log GLR has asymptotic

under the alternative,

x2 (1)

distribution.
The paper is organized as follows: We first review in Section 3.2 properties

of the

NBDWT coefficients of an ARFIMA pro cess and the so-called whit e noise mod el for these
coefficients. In Section 3.3 we introduc e the GLR test procedure base d on th e whit e noi se
model. We extend it to the so-called AR(l) mod el for the NBDWT coe fficients in Section
3.4.

Section 3.5 contains a simulation

study.

We further

investig ate our pro cedur e by

applying it to a time series of Nile River yearly minimum water levels in Section 3.6. In
Section 3. 7, we summ ar ize our findings and provide a broader perspective on the propo sed
proc edur e.
3.2

Discrete Wavelet Transform of the AR.PIMA
Process
In this sect ion we discuss the relevant properties of th e NBDWT coefficients of the

ARFIMA pro cess. We use the notation and terminology introdu ced in [41].
Stationary

causa l and invertible ARFIMA(p,

o,q) process

{Xt} is defined by the dif-

ference equation
(1 - B) 0 <I>(B)X1

= G(B)Zt,

151< 0.5 ,

where

G(z)

= 1 + 01z + ... + Bqz'I
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satisfy <I>(z)=/ 0 and 8(z)

=/ 0

for all lzl ~ 1, Bi s the backward shift operator,

is a white noise (WN) sequence with mean 0 and variance u 2. If b

an d {Zt}

= 0, the X 1• follow the

ARMA(p, q) mod el.
The spectral density of {Xt} is
1e (e -i21rJ) I2
Sx(f) = u2 l<I>(e-i21rf)l2l2sin(-rrf)l-2b,

(3.2)
If

o > 0,

Il l~ 1/2.

the spectral density diverges at the origin and the process is seen to be LRD.

The GLR test described in Section 3.3 is based on the wavelet domain maximum likelihood estimation

of the parameter vector {3 of the ARFIMA(p,
{3 = (o,cp,0,u 2),

(3.3)
The estimation

o,q) process

defined as

<P= (</J1,<P2,
... ,<Pp),0 = (01,02,. . . ,0q)-

is based on the autocovariance

sequences of the NBDWT coefficients in-

troduced below. Similar approach for the ARFIMA(0,b,0)

process is described in Sections

9.1-9.4 of [41] as well as in [14].

Given a realization of a time series Xo, X 1 , ...
Nj

=

2.J-j

,

XN - t, (N = 2.1, J - positive int eger), the

DWT coe fficient s for the j-th leve l are obtained (theoretically)

by filtering the

data with a level j wavelet filter {hj,l: l = 0, 1, . .. , Lj - l}, where Lj = (21 - l)(L - 1) + 1
and L denotes the length of the corresponding wavelet filter (for examp le, Daubechies D(L)
or least asymmetric LA(L) filt er , see Section 4.8 of [41]). The transfer function for the level
j filter is

j-2

H1,L(J)

= e-i 21r(LJ-i-

l )J

and its squa red ga in function is H.1,L(J)

H 1,L(21- 1f)

IJ Hi ,L(l /2 -

2/.:J)

k=O

= IH1,L(J)l2.

Here J-/1,L(·) is the Fourier transform

of the wavelet filter .
Recall that Li=

min(l(L - 2)(1 - 2- 1 )1, N1) DWT coe fficients at level j are influenced

by circular filtering (for more details see Comments and Extensions to Section 4.11 of [41]).
Let

denote the NBDWT coefficients. The exclusion of the boundary coefficients has two important conse qu ences. Firstly, the NBDWT a re "b lind " to polynomials of order](,

J( ~

L/2- 1.
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Secondly, it allows us to view the NBDWT coefficients as a sequence following approx imately
a white noise WN model, i.e. , to a good ap proximation we may ass ume that the dj,k are
uncorrelated.

For a fixed j, the autocovariance sequence of the dj ,k is, in fact, given by

(3.4)
where
2i-1

SJ(!)= rJ

L

HJ,L(rJ (f

+ k))Sx(rJ(f

+ k)),

k=O

an d where Sx(·) is defin ed by (3.2). Und er the WN model all a utocovarianc es excep t at
lag r

= 0 are

ass um ed to vanish. In the sequel, it is convenient to work with the quantities

Cj,r( 8, </>,
0) defined by

Thus, und er the WN mod el

(3.5)

dj,k

~

i.i.d. N(O, CJ,0(8,</>,
0)a 2).

The quantities Cj,r(8, </>,
0) are explicitly given as
(3.6)

=

j

·l/2

- 1/2

ei

2nfrj

21 - 1

~

f:o

7-{
J,

L(rj(J

18(

-i2,r2 - i(J+k))l2

+ k)) l<I>(e-i2,,.2
e .
.
- ,(J+kl)l2

To speed up the calcu lations, what is particu larly important

l2sin(1rrj(f

+ k))l-

20 df.

for a simul ation study, an

approx imati on for Cj,r(8, </>,
0) is needed. As [14], we obta ined very good result s using the
so-ca lled bandpass approximation.

This met hod involves rep lac ing H j,L(f) in (3.6) by the

squa red ga in function for the exact bandpass filter with passband [1/ 2J+I , 1/ 2Jj and yields
(3.7)
Approximation

(3.7) works well for relative ly long wavelet filters (L 2 6), as then the

bandpass approxi mation to Hj ,L(·) becomes more accurate. In a few test cases, the result s
we obtained were barely distinguishable

from thos e relying on the exac t formula (3.6).

Having introduced th e WN model for the NBDWT coefficients, we are now in a position
to introduce in Section 3.3 th e wavelet dom ain GLR test pro cedur e.
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3.3

The Test Procedure
Since the NBDWT coefficients do not depend on the polynomial m 1 in (3.1), any test

based on a statistic which is a function of the NBDWT coefficients can be reformulated

as

testing
(3.8)

Ho:

o= 0

HA : o > 0.

against

In fact, we could consider a broader class of alt ernat ives in which the observations follow
an ARFIMA model with a polynomial trend. Thus, a rejection of Ho means that the data
exhibit lon g-range dependence , possibly with a polynomial trend, but they are not weakly
dependent with a polynomial trend .
Our task is thus to propose a test statistic

corresponding

to the testing problem

(3.8). To do so, we combine the techniques described by [14]and [41]with the generalized
likelihood ratio (GLR) test, see Section 18.1 of [5] for an elementary

introduction

to the

GLR test .
Assuming the WN model for the NBDWT coefficients, the likelihood function takes the
form
(3.9)
where th e arr ay

g = {dj, k: j = 1, 2, ... , J, k = 0, l, ... , M J - l}
plays the role analogous to the vector of observations in the clas sical maximum likelihood
estimation.

o,

Twic e th e nega tive log likelihood , - 2 log f (g; </),0, 0' 2 ) (log (-) denot es the na tural logarithm), is given as
J

- 2 log f(g; o, </),0, 0'

2

)

= M log(21w ) + _r;
Mj log(cj ,o(o, <P,0))
2

+:; E

J

= M log(21m 2 ) + L
j=l

J

M j-

¢~0

Cj,o(o,

L . (o ¢ 0)

j=l

)0'2

R·

J

Mj log (cj,o(o, <P,0)) +

d2

1

CJ,0

,

,

2'
O'
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where
M 1 -I

Rj =

L d],kand

J

L Mj,

M =

k=O

j=l

a2

Minimizing this expression with respect to

yields the maximum likelihood estimate of

a 2 as a function of the remaining parameters:
J

-2

(3.10)

Rj

1 '"'

a (o,cp,0) = M 6

J=l

Replacing a 2 by a2 (o,cp,0) in -2logf(d_;o,cp,0,a

(o <P

C

J,0

2

)

'

'

yields a function of o, </J,and 0 only,

namely,

- 2 log f (d.;o,<P,0, a2 ( o,<P
, 0))
.}

= Af(log(2n) + 1) + M log(a 2 (o, <p.0) ) +

L /Iii

log(cj,O(O,<P,0)).

j=l

Recall now the definition (3.3) of the parameter

vector

/3 and introduce the parameter

spaces

Do= {/3: o = 0},

D = {/3:

o2'.0}.

Minimizing -2 log f (d.;o,</J,
0, a 2 ) over Do leads to the estimators
mizing over D yields estimators

J, ¢, and 0. We thus

¢0

and

Bowhereas

mini-

obtain two estimators of th e parameter

vector /3:

f3o= (0,¢ 0 ,0o,a 2 (0,¢ 0 ,0o)),

/3=

(5,¢,0,a 2 (5,¢,0)),

from which we can construct the GLR statistic

(3.11)

>-(d) = ma:x{f(d.; /3): (3 E Do}
max{f(d.; /3) : (3 E D}

f(d.; /3o)
f (d.;/3).

Under Ho : o = 0, - 2 log >-(d.)converges to the x 2 (1) distribution,
of [8]. Th erefore, the size

a,

asy mptoti c GLR test rej ects Ho if -2 log >-(d.)>

x~(r) denot es q-th quantile of the chi-square distribution

3.4

see, e.g., Theorem 6.3.2

xL (l),
0

where

with r degrees of freedom.

Extension to AR(l) Model for Wavelet Coefficients
In this section we explain how the WN model for the NBDWT coefficients and the

resulting GLR test can be extended to the AR(l) model for the the NBDWT coefficients.
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Such an extension was proposed by [14] to better fit the autocorr elation structure

of the

wavelet coefficients within each scale.
Recall that the exact autocovariances

within each level are given by (3.4).

In the

WN mod el it is assumed th a t all but lag O auto covariances vanish. In th e AR(l) mod el we
assume that only lag O and lag 1 autocovariances
different levels are still assumed to vanish.

are non- zero. The covar iances between

These assumptions

also lead to a tractabl e

wavelet domain likelihood, as explained below .
We thus say that the NBD WT coefficients dj,k follow the AR( 1) mod el if

dj,k = rj(o, </>,
0)dj,k-l + Zj,k,
where Zj ,k ~ N(O, "-j (o, </>
, 0)a

2)

j

= 1, 2, . . . , J,

k

= 0, 1, ..

. , Mj - 1,

is an array of indep end ent random variables. Yule-Walker

equ ations provide formulas for rj and "-j:

rj(O, </>
, 0)

= Cj,1(0,</J,0)/cj, O(o,</>,0),

"-j(O,<P,
0)

= Cj,o(o,<P,0)(1 - rJ(o, <P
, 0)) ,

with Cj,r(O,</>,
0) defined by (3.6). Similar considera tion s as in Section 3.3 show th at th e
maximum likelihood est imates are obta ined through the minimi za tion of
-2 log f(d; o, </>
, 0, 6-2 (8, ¢, 0))
J

=

M(log(2m5- 2 (o,¢ , 0))

+ 1) + 2_JMj

log(Kj(o, </>,
0)) - log( l - r](o, </>,
0)) ),

j =l
wit h respect to o, </>,an d 0 , where the est imate of cr2 is given by

Th e null hypothe sis is reje cted if
- 21og >.(d)

•

•

·2

•

•

•••

·2

•••

= - 2[1ogf(d;0 , </>
0 ,0o,a (O,cp
0 ,0o)) - logf(d ;o, ¢ , 0, a (o,¢ , 0))]
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3.5

Simulation Study
D esign of the study.

For our simulation study, we implem ented the test procedure

assuming the ARMA(l, 0) model under the null and the ARFIMA(l, J, 0) under the alternative. We assessed its finite samp le performance based on at least R
data generating processes of lengths N

= 512 and

N

=

= 500 replications

of

1024. We analyzed the simul ated

rea lization s with wavelet filters D(6 ) and LA( 8), sufficiently long to provide good bandpass
approximation

(3.7), which we used . We focused on nominal sizes o

= 0.05

and o

= 0.10

and considered both WN and AR(l) models for the NBDWT coefficients. According to the
theory exp lained in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, the size and power of the test do not depend
on a polynomial trend, provided the order of the polynomial does not exceed L/2-1,

where

L is the length of the wavelet filter. This was confirmed in severa l test cases we considered:
by add ing different polynomials of degree 0, 1 or 2, we obta ined essentia lly the same sizes,
with differences on ly slightly greater than machine precision. We report here sizes obtained
with the polynomial
(3.12)
under the null hypothesis and no polynomial trend under the alternative.
When eva luat ing the empirical size, the process {Yi} in (3.1) was generated according to
the AR(l) model with nine choices of¢,¢
On ly positive values of the autocorrelation

E {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9} and common variance a 2

=

1.

coefficient were considered because realizations

with ¢ ::; 0 (and possibly a trend) do not resemble realizations of LRD processes and can
be told apart from them by eye. To compute the emp irical power of the test, we used
realizations of ARFIMA(0,J,0)

processes, also with nine different values of the parameter

J, J E {0.10,0.15, ... ,0.50}, and common variance a 2

= 1.

For fixed ¢,J and N, the same

replications were used to better asses the effect of the model assumed for the NBDWT
coefficients and the type of the wavelet used.
All num er ical exper iments reported here were performed in R. We also impl emented the
procedure in Mat lab and obtained very sim ilar resu lts , but the Matlab implementation
slower. R's optimization

routines,

was

"optimize" (minimization with respect to one variable)
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and "optim" (minimization
rameters.

with respect to two variables), were used to est imate the pa-

Both of them allow to specify the range of minimization.

Due to the constraints

on 5 dictated by the testing problem, this flexibility plays an important role in the practical
implementation

of the test procedure. We minimized over 5 E [0, 0.99] under the alt ernative

and over</> E [-0.99, 0.99] under both null and the alternative, c.f. (3.11).
As will be seen in the following, the test is somewhat conservat ive for N
therefore also investigated

=

512. We

the performance of the test with calibrated quantiles, namely,

we used 17-th and 8-th upper percentiles of the

x2 (1) distribution as the cr iti cal values for

the test with nominal size of 10 and 5 percent, respectively.
Discussion of the results. Empirical sizes and powers, for different choices of N, wavelet

models, wavelet filters, and nominal sizes are presented in Figures 3.2-3.5.
responding

to the empirical sizes include the 95 percent asymptotic

±l.96J&(l

- &)/R, where

a is

Figures cor-

confidence bounds

the empir ical size. Results for the calib rated test and all

numerical values are available upon request.
We begin with the discussion of the empirical sizes. The method works well when the
parameter

</>of is between 0.1 and 0.8. The rejection probabilities

become too large as ¢

approaches unity. This is not surprising, as for large values of</>the spectrum of an AR.(l)
process looks simi lar to the spectrum of an LR.D process.

In the following, we therefore

focus our discussion on the cases with 0.1 ::S¢ ::S0.8.
By comparing the empirica l sizes obtained under the assumption of the WN model for
the NBDWT coefficients to those computed under the AR(l) model assumption

(left panel

against the right in Figures 3.2 and 3.3), we conclude that the former provides more accurate
results. The emp irical sizes calculated under the assumpt ion of the AR(l) model exhibit
slightly greater undercoverage than the sizes obtained under the WN model.
Empirical sizes plotted in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 indicate that our test is conservative ,
especia ly for N = 512. The undercoverage correspond ing to the nominal value of a = 0.05
is slight ly sma ller than that for a
the NBDWT coefficients. For N

=

=

0.10, for both choices of N and for both models for

512, the 5 percent test has empirica l size of about 3.5
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percent. Th e empirical sizes are closer to th e nominal sizes for N

= 1024 and

for both values

of N generally increase with ¢. For 0.3 ::; ¢ ::; 0.8, the range most commonly encount ered
in practice, the empirical sizes are very good for N

= 1024 and th e LA(8) filter.

The choice of the wavelet filter, D(6) versus LA(8) , does not substantially

affect th e

results (compare top two panels to bottom two in Figures 3.2 and 3.3), which suggests that
either of the two filters can be used. Th e LA(8) filter should be used if the pre senc e of a
cubic polynomial trend is suspected (K

= 8/2

- 1 = 3).

The sampl e size has the most pronounced effect. Our test provides more accurate results
for N

= 1024

than for N

= 512

(compare Figure 3.2 to Figure 3.3). This is in agreement

with the asymptotic nature of the test , and is likely due to the larg er number of the wavelet
coefficients available for N
Calibrated

= 1024, especially

those unaffected by the circular filtering.

quantiles improve the performance of the test for th e smaller sample size,

N = 512, but sho uld not be used for N = 1024 where they lead to an overcoverage.
The above discussion was based on result s obtained from R
LA(8) filter we also obtained empiric al sizes based on R

=

= 500 replicat ions. For the

2000 rep licat ions which confirm

the findin gs discussed above and show that the empirical size increases slowly with ¢.
We conclude this section with a bri ef discus sion of the empiri ca l power. Th e genera l
shape of the power curve is very similar for the two significance leve ls considered and for
fixed N (see Figures 3.4 and 3.5). Th e power is high and exceeds 80% for N

o~

= 1024 and

0.2. It is slightly higher under th e AR(l) model for the NBDWT coefficients (compare

left and right panels in Figures 3.4 and 3.5). Th e power converges to 1 mu ch faster for
N

=

1024 than for N

= 512

(compare Figure 3.4 to Fi gur e 3.5). The choic e of the filter

does not m a tt er much. Calibration of th e quantiles does not noti cea bly affect the results.
3.6

Application to the Annu al Minima of the Nile
We applied the test to Nile River yea rly minimum water levels. The whole data set

covers years 622 to 1284 an d has been ex tens ively st udi ed in the long-memory literat ur e.
Here we focus on the last 512 observations plotted in the top panel of Figur e 3.1. Visual
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Figure 3.1. Top: Nile River ann ual minimum water levels for years 773 to 1284 with fitted
second order polynomial trend an d piecewise regression line. M ·iddle.· Simulated realization
of Xt = mt+ Yt, where mt is the fitted polynomia l and Yi follows an AR(l) model fitted
to the residuals . Bottom: Simulated realization of Xt = mt + Yt, where mt is the fitted
piecewise regression line and Yi follows an AR(l) model fitted to the residuals.
exam ination of this time series suggests that rather than considering a long-memory model
one might use an AR(l ) model with a positive AR coefficient and with a smooth or discontinuous trend. Using the least squares method, we fitted a second order polynomial and
a piecewise linea r function to the Nile minima.

The break points of the piecewise linea r

function were chosen somewhat arbitrar ily to reflect the apparent
the observations.

level and slop e shifts in

We then est imated the AR(l) model on the two sets of the residuals. For

compa rison, we simulated realizations from the resulting two models and added them to
the corresponding trends. Visual comparison of the two lower panels of Figure 3.1 with the
top panel shows that an AR(l) model with a trend, especially with a piecewise linear trend,
might be a reasonab le alternative to an LRD model.
We app lied our test procedure to the 512 observations assuming the WN and AR(l)
models for the NBDWT coefficients and using both D(6) and LA(8) wavelet filters. The
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Table 3.1. P-v alues for the GLR
Wavelet filter
D(6)
LA(8)

test app lied to N = 512 annu al Nile minima.
WN mod el AR(l) mod el
0.0033
0.0026
0.0155
0.0045

Table 3.2. Empiri cal size of th e GLR test bas ed on R = 1000 repli cat ions of X 1 = Yi + m 1
of length N = 512, where {Yi} follows AR(l) mode l with p arameters ¢ = 0.5820 and
a 2 = 4333 an d mt is given by (3.13).
---~~-----------WN mod el
AR (l) model
0.10
0.05
0.10
0.05
Filt er \n
D(6)
0.108 0.055 0.081 0.045
LA(8)
0.077 0.044 0.063 0.026
p-values present ed in Tabl e 3.1 are sma ll, so we reject the null hypoth esis and conclud e that
an AR(l) model with a trend is not suit able. We now provide a more detailed validation
of our conclusion . The polynomi al fitt ed to the data is
(3.13)
F ittin g an AR(l)

1nt

= - 0.0009t 2

+ 2.0796t + 16.7069.

model to t he residuals , we obta ined the au toregress ive coefficient ¢ =

0.5820 and the WN variance a 2 = 4394. The simulatio n s in Section 3.5 show that for
¢

=

0.6 our test has abo ut the correct size. This is confi rm ed by add itiona l simul ation

results presented in Table 3.2. For examp le, when the test with the WN model and the
D(6) filter is app lied to the est imated mod el, the emp irica l sizes of 10 and 5 p ercent level
tests are 10.8 and 5.5 percent, respectively. The theory and simul at ions presented earlier
in the paper do not app ly to piecewise polynomial trends. It can however be expected that
if there are relative ly few br ea k points compared to the lengt h of the ser ies, on ly few DWT
coefficient s will be affected by these breaks and the test will cont inue to have correct size.
This is indeed confirmed by our simul at ions. The piecewise linear function we cons idered
has consta nt slope over the following three periods:

773-1009, 1010-1099, 1100-1284. If

t = 0 corresponds to year 773, it can be written as

(3.14)

0.2t + 934.9,
0.8t + 299.4 ,
- 0.8t + 2088.8,

t = 0,1, ... ,236,
t = 237,238 , ... ,326,
t = 327,328, ... ,5 11.
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Table 3.3. Empirical size of the GLR test base d on R = 1000 replic at ion s of Xi = Yi + mi
of length N = 512, wh ere {Yi} follows AR(l) model with param eters rp = 0.562 8 and
u 2 = 4394 and m 1 is given by (3.14).
--~'------------'---------~--W N mod el
AR(l) mod el
0.10
0.05
0.10
0.05
Filter \a
D(6)
0.078 0.048 0.067 0.036
LA(8)
0.083 0.044 0.071 0.033
Table 3.4. Empiric al power of the GLR test based on R = 1000 rep licat ions of ARFI MA(l,8,0) process of length N = 512 with para mete rs rp= 0.0660 , 8 = 0.4013 and u 2 =
0.0028.
WN mod el
AR(l) mod el
Filter\a
0.10
0.05
0.10
0 .05
D (6)
0.838 0.773 0.851 0.817
LA(8)
0.769 0.693 0 .801 0.711
Th e AR(l) model for the residuals has paramete rs rp= 0.5628 and u 2

= 4333 .

The empiric al

sizes a re shown in Table 3.3. For the test with the WN model and th e D(6) filter, th e
emp iric al sizes of 10 and 5 percent level tests a re 7.8 and 4.8 percent, resp ectively. The
ARFIMA(l,8,0)

mode l estimated

0.4013, and th e WN variance u 2

on the observations

=

has parameters

¢ = 0.0660, 8 =

0.0028. Th e empirical power of t he test for thi s model

is pr esent ed in Tabl e 3.4. For a ll but one comb inations of nomin a l size, wave let filter , and
wavelet mode l, the power exceeds 70 perc ent and is abo ut 80 percent for the D(6) filt er and
5 percent nominal signi ficance level.

3.7

Summ a ry and Discussion
Motivated

by t he work of [14], we deve loped and invest igated a wave let dom a in test

in wh ich und er the nu ll th e time ser ies is wea kly dependent

wit h a pol yno mia l tr end and

under t he a lt ern at ive it is LRD , possibly with a polynomi al t rend. We ass um ed that the

Yi in

(3. 1) follow and ARMA(p, q) model und er th e null and ARFIMA (p , 8, q), 8 > 0 un de r

th e alt ernative.
q

= 0.

We investigated

the finit e samp le performance of the test for p

= 1 and

Our findin gs can be summariz ed as follows:

1. The test has about corr ect size for modera te weak d epe nden ce which can be quantified
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by the condition 0.1 ::; ¢::; 0.8. It performs noticeably better for N

N

= 512 .

For N

= 512

= 1024 than for

the test is somewhat conserv ative for 0.1 :S ¢, :S 0.6.

2. The test has very good power.
3. The WN mod el for the NBDWT coefficients is slightly better than the AR (l) model,
as far as the empirical size is concerned.
4. Both wavelet filters, D(6) and LA(8), yield similar results.
5. The test can be applied if a piecewis e polynomi al tr end is suspected, provided there
are few break points relative to the length of th e series.
The approach propos ed here can be extended to different settings.

The key requirement

is that th e spectral densiti es und er the null and th e altern ativ e must be specified by a
parametric

mod el such that weak depend ence corresponds to a fixed value of a memory

parameter

and long-range dep endence to a range of values.

A very natural

alt ernative

to the ARFIMA sp ecificat ion consider ed here is th e fract ional exponent ial model (FEXP)
recently st udi ed by [33], amon g others. The spect ral density of th e FEXP(r , b) model is
S(J)

= a 2 12sin( 7rf) l- 20 exp {

where the memory parameter

b

= 0, the

ti

Cj

cos(27rj f)},

b has the same int erpretat ion as in the ARFIMA model. If

FEXP mod el becomes the expon ential mod el of [9].

Th e choi ce of the order p, q m ay requir e further investigat ions.
point of view, AR(l)

From the practical

an d ARMA (l ,1) mod els can be used as goo d appro ximat ions to

the auto covariance st ructure of a weakly dependent linear process. Order select ion in t he
wavelet domain, however, offers its elf as an int erest ing and challen gin g problem.
Th e invest igat ion of these and similar modifications is, however , beyond the int ended
scope of th e pre sent paper.
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Figure 3.2. Empirical size of the GLR test based on R = 500 replications of X 1 = Yi. +m 1 of
lengt h N = 512, where {Yi} follows AR(l) model with given¢ and m 1 = 0.25t 2 /N. Wavelet
filter: D(6) , LA(S); mode l for the wavelet coefficients: WN (left panel) and AR(l) (right
panel); nominal size indicated by the solid horizontal line.
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Figure 3.3. Emp irical size of the GLR test based on R = 500 replications of Xt = Yt + mt
of length N = 1024, where {Yt} follows AR(l) model with given </>and rn,t = 0.25t 2 /N.
Wavelet filter: D(6), LA (8); mod el for the wavelet coefficients: WN (left panel) and AR(l)
(right panel); nominal size indicated by the solid horizontal line.
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CHAPTER
WAVELET-BASED
4.1

4

INDEX OF MAGNETIC STORM ACTIVITY

1

Introduction
The currents flowing in th e magnetosph ere-ionosph ere (M-1) form a complicated multi-

sca le geosystem th at contains the temporal scales from seconds to day s. Ground-b ased 1
magnetom ete rs have long been an important

tool to observe th e M-1 current system and

a number of indices based on magn etomet er data hav e been introduc ed to characterize
the variations of specific current components.

Due to the natur e of this current sys tem ,

the m agneto meter data are multi-scale, impu lsive, and asy nchronous with non- sta tion ary
frequency spectra. Based on the assumption

th at magn eto met ers in cert ain latitud e band s

are most sens itiv e to sp ecific cu rr ents, a traditional way to separate the mag net ic effects of
d ifferent curr ents is to use magnetomete r d ata from a spec ific region and combin e th em into
an ind ex charac ter izing th e variation of a specific curr ent. References to review papers on
geom agnetic indic es are given on p. 409 of [27] and a concise acco unt of th e main indices is
presented in Appendix 13B on p. 451 of that monograph .
In this paper we propo se an auto mat ic wavelet-based sta tist ica l procedure designed to
deve lop an index of storm act ivity assoc iate d with the int ensificat ion of th e rin g curr ent. The
Dst ind ex, see [49], has long been used to ch aracterize this var iat ion and is produced from the
magnetomete r data recorded in the equa torial region . The Dst index was originally designed
to describe the variation of th e symmetric ring current. But th e pro cedur e of producing the
Dst ind ex can not eliminat e the m agnet ic effects from many local-tim e depen dent curre nt s
in the ionosph ere and magn etos ph ere, includin g the partial rin g curr ent, auroral cu rr ent s,
magnetotail

current , etc . Therefore, what th e Dst ind ex describes is actually the overa ll

magnetic effect of stor m activity at the low- an d mid-l at itud e regions (see [12], [18], [23),
[441). A main difficult y in producing this ind ex lies in subtract ing the qui et day variat ion
from a m agnetomet er data at a given location.
long term component have b een subtracted,
1

Aft er this quiet day compon ent and the

th e remaind er is believed to desc ribe th e storm

Coauth ored by A. J ac h, P. Kokoszka, J. Sojka, and L. Zhu.
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related magnetic act ivity . In the pro ced ur e of the stan dard Dst, const ru ct in g the quiet day
compon ent involv es somewh at subjectively choo sing several clays in a month , during which
the storm activity is believed to be absent, and averaging them.

We show that using a

wavelet technique it is possibl e to produce a one-minute ind ex which, after avera ging over
one hour per iods, is very close to the sta nd ard Dst. The unique strength of the technique
we propose is that it is fully automatic an d , in particular , does not involve select ing quiet
clays. In this tec hni que, the daily and long-t erm variation, as well as inconsequent ial noise ,
are removed in th e wavelet domain by means of statistic al filtering. The procedure requires
only the most recent stretch of data, and can be used to quickly produce a sign ature of a
storm event.
We now introdu ce a wavelet-based representation

for magnetometer

data and formulate

a time series model needed to exp lain the centra l ideas of the proposed approac h. More
deta ils are presented in Section 4.2. For the purpose of this study, the specific magnetometer
data to be used is the stat ion's H component, i.e., the magnitude of the horizontal magnetic
field. This is t he same component as used in the standard Dst calcu lat ion, see [49].
Supp ose Xs

= {Xs,t

:t

= 0, 1, ...

, N - 1} is a magnetometer data at statio n s, the samp le

size N is the length of the record in minutes. Th e magn etogra m X s can be decompo sed as
J

(4.1)

Xs =

L D s,j + s s,J,
j=I

where
D s,j

Decomposition

=

{Ds,j ,O, • • •, Ds,j ,N- d,

Ss J
,

=

{S s JO ,···,SsJNI

1

I

I

I}-

(4.1) is known as the Multi Resolution Analysis (MRA). The details Ds,j,t

correspond to the component of the record at time of approx im ate ly 2J t minutes and to
frequencies in the range of
physical scales between

2j

2 -j-

I

/6 0 an d

to
2j+l

2 -j

cycles per minute.

This range corresponds

to

/6 0 hours. The smooths Ss,J,t correspond to time

of approx imate ly 2Jt minut es an d to frequencies lower than 2- J-l

cycles p er minut e, or,

altern at ively, to bro adly und erstoo d averages over int ervals of 2J+l /6 0 hours .
As will be seen in the following , th e different compon ents of th e magnetogram

are most
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prominent at spec ific levels j of decomposition (4.1). By app lying suitable statistica l filters
to each level j, we are ab le to isolate and remove the components wh ich do not reflect
the storm activity.

It shou ld be noted that the following procedure sti ll cannot separate

and distinguish the magnet ic effects associated with several loca l time dependent currents
(for examp le, par ita l-ring current and auroral currents). Therefore, resu lting wavelet-based
index basical ly describes the variation of the same physica l processes as the Dst index does,
that is the storm time activ ity. However the important new features of the wavelet index,
which are not encountered in the conventiona l Dst, are automation

(with no human input)

and flexibi lity on the data stretch.
To justify our methodo logy, we assume the following approximate

model for the t ime

series {Xs,t}:

(4.2)

X s,t = Es

+ A s,t + Ps,t + Ls,t + Ns,t,

with the terms on the right-hand side defined as follows:

E s : Internal magnetic field of the Earth measured at a low latitude station s (assumed to
be time independent) .

As,t

The disturbance

Ps,t

Periodic component.

Ls,t

Slowly varying trend (assumed to be a low degree polynomial).

component attributable

to storm activity.

Ns,t : Noise component.
The components As,t and Ns,t should be thought of as random; As,t is a "large" random
component which becomes pronounced during a storm ; Ns,t is a "small" random component
reflecting all kinds of random disturbances from the measur ement error to irregu lar random
disturbances of the M-I system . Small random variations in deterministic

components E s,

Ps,t and Ls,t are thought of as being moved to Ns,t, so, for example, Ps,t is considered a
deterministic periodic component to be statistically estimated.

By contrast, the component
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As,t, which we want to isolate, is random because we do not ass um e anyt hing about th e

timing or signature of a storm event.
Admittedly, model (4.2) is a simplification needed to develop a usabl e statistical methodology. For example, L s,t evolves in a complex manner with the solar cycle and treating it
as a polynomial is only an approximation.

Th e periodicity of Ps ,t is only a mat hem at ical

assumption ; Ps,t sho uld not be identified with the simpl e diurn al variability, a loose associat ion is however helpful to und erstand the procedure.

Without

these ass ump t ions, the

components on th e right-hand side would not be identifi able, as only the Xs,t are observab le and five components cannot be uniqu ely identifi ed from their sum. The mathematical
assumptions thus play a role of additional equ ations . A further caveat is that the present
ana lysis does not make any corrections for th e ground induction effects. The temporary
variat ions of various compon ents of indu ct ion cur rent s are simil ar to their source curr ents.
Our omission of this correction is in keep ing with the ex ist ing procedures for calc ul at ing
the Dst ind ex.
Th e paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we present some background the wavelet
ana lysis. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 focus on the removal of the noise and p eriodic components,
respectively.

In Section 4.5, we formulate the procedure for computing our wavelet based

ind ex, an d in Section 4.6 we compa re it to the standard Dst ind ex . We concl ud e with final
remarks in Section 4. 7.
4.2

MODWT of the Magnetometer

Data

In this section we describe the Maximum Overlap Discrete Wave let Transform (MODWT)
and exp lain how it can be appl ied to a single magnetogram
a single station.

component (sca lar data) from

We will also point out the advantages of the MOD\iVT over the Discrete

Wavelet Transform (DWT). Finally, we will discuss the choice of the parameters

of the

wavelet analysis. Our choices are motiv ate d by the task of isolatin g sto rm signat ur es in the
presence of a strong periodic component.
Through out this section , we follow closely the exposition and not at ion of [41]. We focus
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on the aspects of the MODWT which are most relevant to our task, and cannot pres ent all
details. An interested
The MODWT

reader is referred to [41], especia lly Chapter 5 of that monograph.

is a non-orthogonal

modification

of the DWT which addresses some

shortcomings of the latter, such as samp le size restriction and sensit ivi ty to the starting point
of the series. Like the DWT, the MODWT produces a set of wavelet and scaling coefficients
obta ined by linear filt ering of the signa l (this is done by an efficient pyramid a lgorithm,
although with a somewhat higher computationa l burden than that for the DWT). Unlike
the DWT, there are N coefficients at each sca le, where N is the number of observations.
The MODWT details and smooths are associated with zero phase filters and, unlike details
and smooths of the DWT, do not require any sh iftin g to align time events.
Suppose Xs

=

{Xs ,t :

t

= 0, 1, . ..

, N - l} is a scalar component

of a magnetometer

recorded at station s. For any integer 1 ::; j ::; log 2 (N), the MODWT wavelet and sca ling
coefficients at level j are d efined as
LJ-1

(4.3)

Ws,j,t

=

L

hj ,lxs,t-l

1110d

N

l=O

and
LJ - 1

(4.4)

Vs,j,t

=

L

!JJ,lXs,t-l

mod N

l=O

where t

= 0, 1, .. . , N - 1, and {hj,t} and {gj,t} are the jth leve l MODWT wavelet and sca ling

filters, both of length Lj

=

(2J - l)(L - 1) + l; L denotes the length of the underlying wavelet

filter, for examp le, the Daub echies D(L) or the least asymmetric

LA(L) filter, see Section

4.8 of [41]. The "mof N " indi cates circular convolution, see Section 2.5 of [41]. In practice,
due to the application

of the pyramid algorithm, these filters need not be comp ut ed .

The transfer function Hj,L(f) for the leve l j filter can be regarded as an approximation
a transfer function of a perfect band-pass filter with pass-band
gain functions,

defined as 'H.j,L(J)

[l/2j+l,

to

1/2JJ. The squa red

= IHj,L(J)l2 , are shown in Figure 4.1, which will be

referred to later. Level j wave let coefficients are thus associated with the portion of Discrete
Fourier Tr ansfo rm (DFT) of X s with frequenci es in the interval [l/2J+
The MODWT yie lds decomposition

1

,

l /2J].

(4.1) with level j detai l and smooth sequences D s,j
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and Ss ,j defined by
Lj-l

(4.5)

Ds,j,t

=

L

hj,l Ws,j,t+l

t = 0, 1, ... , N

mod N,

-

1

l=O

and
Li-1

(4.6)

Ss,j,t

=

L

gj,l vs,j,t+l

mod N,

t

= 0, 1, ...

, N - 1.

l=O

The circular (mod N) filtering in (4.3)-( 4 .4) and (4.5)-( 4.6) generates the so-called boundary
MODWT coefficients which do not have a physical interpretation,

but are due to the fact

that the observations are not part of an infinit e sequence with period N. For long records ,
there are relatively few boundary

coefficient s, espec ially for sma ll j.

Several methods of

reducing the impact of circular filtering have been devised. In this paper we use the reflection
rule, see [41], pp. 140-141.

The app lication of the MODWT to the magnetometer

data requires addit ion al spec ifi-

cations, such as the choice of a wavelet filter and the maximum level J. With the goals of
the analys is in mind, we discuss these issues below.
Wavelet filter: In our study, we use Ll1eLA(8) filter which has been extens ively app lied

in severa l recent quantitative

ana lyzes of geophysical data, see [13], [35], [54], among others.

Using Daubechies filter D(8) produces the same results. LA filters are parametrized

by even

widths L. For a specific analysis, a width must be selected which would provide sufficient
concentration in the octave pass-band and reduce the overlapping of frequencies from outs ide
of it. This can be achieved by selecting a relatively long filter, but choosing L too large will
result in many boundary coefficients, especially at higher levels j . Choosing L

= 8 has been

found to offer a reasonable balance between these two competing requirements.

This choice

a lso guarantees
J(

that the MODWT coefficients are uninfluenced by a polynomial of order

:S:L/2 - 1 = 3. Thus, a slowly varying trend (secular variation) in the magnetic field,

which is typically modeled by a low order polynomial, see [27], p. 457, is practically not
reflected in the details of the MODWT of magnetometer
year- lon g magnetometer

data. On the other hand, for one-

data, this trend can be captured by a smooth Ss,J on the highest

availabl e level, and thus an appropriate

ad justm ent of S s,J will automatically

remove it.
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Number of leve ls J: The maximum level J in (4.1) is ty pi cally chosen to be small er

than it s largest adm issible value llog 2 (N)j . However , for one-year-long data, we need to
account for the sec ular vari ation. Decompos ing the signa l up to level J

= llog 2 (N)J = 19

and replacing S19 by its average (t his average is equal to the average of the m agnet ogram )
allow to elimin ate the annu al trend.

For short er record s, for examp le, two months long,

the smooth correspon din g to the high est available level is affected by the storm event s and
cannot be rega rd ed as a good ap proxim at ion to the annu al trend.

We ass ume that th e

long-term compon en t is not visible in the records extending over the p eriod of two month s.
This ass umption is validated by comparing our ind ex comp ut ed from two months of data
to the standard

Dst ind ex. For such records we propose to set J

=

10, beca use J should

be large enough to allow the removal of the noise and periodic components.

Since the

latter is visible at higher sca les, J will be dict ate d by the frequenci es contr ibu ting to the
periodic (Sq) variation. As we will see in Section 4.4, the lowest frequ ency corr esponding
to th e periodic portion of the magnetogram

is the daily frequ en cy, 1/ 1440, that falls in

[2-j- I, 2-j], j = 10, but ther e are also some higher frequ encies. Tak ing J = 10 ensur es th at
these freque ncies can be effect ively analyzed.
4.3

Noise Removal via Wavelet Thre sholding
Wavelet thresho lding is a nonp ara metri c meth od of est imati ng a signa l in the presence of

ad ditive noise, see Chapter 10 of [41] for a rev iew, and has been develop ed bot h theoret ica lly
and practically over th e last dec ade. The und er lying ass umption of thi s meth odolo gy is that
the noise is "sma ll" comp ared to the signa l. We use t hr esholding to remove the comp onent

Ns,t in decompo sition (4.2). To ju st ify this approach, not e that by (4.2) an d (4.3)
(4.7)
where the Ws(.Ytare th e MODWT coefficients of the storm component A s,t, W;,:~ and W;,1;
being defined analogously. Th e wavelet coefficients of the components B s and Ls,t vanish
because th ese compo nents are assumed to be a cons tant and a polynomi al of degree not
exceedin g thr ee, respect ively. At low levels j ::; J 0 , where the value of Jo is sp ecified at the
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end of this section, the periodic coefficients W;,i{ are negligible, see Section 4.4. Thus we
may in fact assume that

(4.8)
Moreover, for j :S lo, the Ws,j,t are mostly "small noise" with large coefficients during storm
events. The goal of thresholding is to remove the w<Nt)
which constitute
S,J,

the vast majority

of the coefficients at low scales, and to estimate W;A)t·
This can be done only in some
,J,
statistica l sense because the W;,1; are not observable. We assume that the abso lut e values
of the w;,1; approx imately do not exceed a level Oj. The observed coefficients Ws,j ,t are
thus replaced by zero if their absolute value is smaller than Oj and their length is reduced
by Oj if their abso lut e value is greater than Oj. The resulting coefficients are denoted by

W s,j,t and are thus given by the formula
ws,j,t = sign{Ws ,j,t}(IWs,j,tl - Oj)+, t = 0, 1, ... , N -1

(4.9)

(j :S lo).

The W s,j,t are statistica l est imates of the w;,J_Jtin the absence of the w;,i~.
Formula (4.9) defines the so-ca lled soft level-dependent

thresholding.

In hard thr esh.old-

·ing, coefficients Ws,j,t whose abso lut e value exceeds Oj are not modified. Soft thresholding

seems more appropriate

in our context because formu la (4.8) suggests that w;N;
should
,J,

be removed from all coefficients. Moreover, our exp loratory ana lysis has shown that hard
thresholding introduces occasional long spikes to the proposed index of storm activity which
have no reasonable physical interpretation.

In level-ind ependent thresholding Oj =

o is the

same for all levels and is typica lly determined by the statist ical behavior of the coefficients
at the finest level j

= 1.

This approach is suitable for the task of removing noise from a

signal, but is not appropriate
of the

in our context because for magnetometer

w;,~;
visib ly changes with level

A natural

data the magnitude

j.

and convenient way to select Oj is to define it as the pth quantile of the

distribution of the abso lut e values of the Ws,j,t· Thus, we define Oj = Oj,s(P)by the formula

(4.10)

P(IWs,j,tl '.SOj,s(P))= p.
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P on the left-hand side of (4.10) is the empirical probability,

The probability
proportion

of the IWs,j,tl, t

= 0, 1, ...

, N - 1 which exceed bj,s(p). Our exploratory

i.e., the
analysis

has shown that p should be taken relatively large (close to 1). For example, if p

= 0.98,

all coefficients, except the largest (in absolute terms) 2% of are set to zero. Note that this
stat istic a l a pproach guarantees that the thresholding can be automat ically app lied to every
stat ion no matter what the typical magnitude

for the magnetic field is.

Recall that lo is the larg est scale on which the effect of the periodic component is negligible. The periodic component is associated with the Sq variation which has a pronounced
daily frequency (1/1440 cycles per minute), half-daily frequency (2/1440) and whose spectrum also contains higher frequencies, even though these are much less pronounced.
that the ha lf-daily frequency corresponds

to the scale of 1440/2

conta ined in the scale range [512, 1024] corresponding

to j

= 9.

= 770

Note

minutes, which is

Because of the pr esence of

frequenci es higher than 2/1440 in the spectrum of the Sq variation, the periodic compone nt
is a lso visible at level j

=

8. Visual inspection reveals that at levels j ,S: 7, the periodic

component is not visible and the MODWT coefficients at these levels form an ap proximat ely
stat ionary process. We therefore choose 10

= 7 based

both on th eoretical grounds discussed

above and on an exp loratory ana lysis of the wavelet decompositions

of the magnetom eter

data.

4.4

Removal of the Periodic Component
This sect ion proposes a statistical

decomposition

method of removing the periodic compo nent Ps,t in

(4.2). We loosely identify the periodic component

cause d by the rotation

of the Earth.

As the position of the stat ion relat ive to the lVI-I

cu rrent system changes, various currents,
ionospher e, the magnetopause
the magnetometer
The method

with the daily variation

including the Sq curr ents on the dayside of the

and tail currents, leave approx imate ly periodic signatur es in

data .
will be applied to selected details D s,j because, unlik e the MODWT

coefficients Ws,j,t, times t in the details Ds,j,t, are aligned with times t in the observations
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Xs,t (t

= 0, l , ..

. , N - 1), see Ch apter 5 of [41]. Such a time alignm ent is not necessa ry

in the removal of th e noise which does not have a regular pattern over time . Inst ead , the
wavelet domain equation (4.8) was exploited .
Exploratory

analysis of the details from four Dst stations, showed th at the periodi city

is clea rly visible in the

D s,j

for j

= 8, 9, 10

and not visible by eye at other scales. This

finding agrees with the known prop erti es of th e daily variation and the spectra l prop erti es
of the LA(8) wavelet filter. The daily variation , see Sect ion 4.4 of [37], has the sp ect rum
dom inat ed by peaks at frequencies of 1, 2 and possibly 3 cycles p er day. These frequ encies
correspond to wavelet levels j

= 10, 9, 8, resp ectively, as already discuss ed in Section 4.3.

Figure 4.1 shows that the th e squared gain functions

H1,L(J),

j

= 8, 9, 10,

of the LA(8)

filter tog ether compl etely cover the interval [0.0005, 0.0040] whi ch cont ains practi ca lly all
frequencies present in the spectrum of the daily compon ent, includin g the daily frequency of
1/ 1440 ;:::0.0007 and the half-daily frequency of abo ut 0.0014 (a ll frequencies are in cycles
per minute) .
As an exa mpl e, Figure 4.2 shows the deta ils D 1 for levels 8 t hrou gh 10 for station
Kakioka for March-April of 2001. As we can see, th e larges t contribution

to th e periodi c

component comes from the "slow-oscillat ing " details captur ing the daily frequ ency (bottom
panel) and the sm allest from the "fast -oscillat ing" D s .
Recall that our goal is to extract a periodic da ily component from the data. We propose
to use a robust med ian-b ase d filter which is analogous to th e usual meth od of removing
the periodic component,

see e.g., Section 1.5 of [11], but uses the median instead of the

average . Unlike the average , the median is not sensitive to unu sually large or sm all observations.

Moreov er, the wavelet coefficients of magn eto meter data hav e heavy tails, see

[28]. Discussing thi s property here would dist rac t us from the focus of thi s pap er, so we
m erely not e that for heavy-t ailed observations,

med ian-b ased procedures genera lly work

better th an proc edur es ba sed on averaging.

In our context, using the median rather than th e average produces an ind ex which is
closer to th e Dst index. To describe our method, suppose Yo, Y1,... , YN- 1 is a time series
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without a trend. Here, it should be thought of as the time ser ies of deta ils at a given level
j from which we wish to remove th e p eriodic component.

Rec a ll from Sect ion 4.2 that th e

MODWT coefficients and the details do not contain a trend beca use the slowly vary ing
trend in the data is modeled as a polynomial of order not exceeding 3, and we us e wavelet
filter of lengt h 8.
Given a series Yo, Y1, .. . , YN-l from which a p eriodi c comp onent with period dis to be
removed , we follow these steps:
1: Construct

R =

lN / dJ sequences
Yt, Yi+ld, Yi+2d, ... , Yi+ (R- 1)d ,

t

=

0, 1, ... , d - 1.

(R is the numb er of consecutiv e, non-overla ppin g seq uences of lengt h d that "fit into "
the sequen ce of length N.)
2: For each such sequence comput e the median mt, t = 0, 1, . .. , d - 1.
3: Fort > d - 1, write t = Kd

+ u , for some

int egers I( 2'. 1 and 0

mt = mu. (In this step the sequence m 1 , t = 0, 1, . . . ,d-

~

u

~

d -1,

and set

1, is exte nd ed p eriodica lly

to a sequ en ce of length N.)
4: Compute the meanµ

= N-

1

L~c/mt

and return sequ ence {Yt - (mt - µ)} . (T his

step ensure s tha t th e estim ate d period ic compon ent m 1 - µ, t

= 0, 1, ... , N - 1, has

mea n zero.)
In the estimatio n of the periodic compone nt we includ e the bound a ry coefficients , but since
the a bove procedur e is robust to atyp ica l observat ions, it is not affecte d by th ese coefficients.
In Section 4.5, to remove the daily variation, we appl y the above procedure to the deta ils

D s,8, D s,9, D s,10 with p eriods d
4.5

= 480,770, 1440, respectively.

Ind ex Algorithm
We now describ e the comp lete algor ithm for obtaining a n ind ex of storm act ivity which

in corporat es the st a tistical procedures

describ ed in the previous sections.

In light of the
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motivation and objectives outlined in Section 4.1, our primary focus is on an algor ithm
which uses two months worth of data, but we also show how to construct an index over a
period of one year.
Recall that for s = l, 2, ... , S, Xs = {Xs,t : t = 0, 1, ... , N - l} is a magnetometer
data at station s.
1) If N corresponds to two months set 1 = 10, if N corresponds to one year, set 1 = 19.
In both cases, set lo

= 7.

Compute the MODWT coefficients Ws,j ,t, j

= l, 2, .. . , 1 ,

and Vs,J,t;
2) Threshold the wavelet coefficients Ws,j,t, j = 1, 2, .. . 10 = 7, to obtain Ws,j,t accord ing
to Section 4.3, and using equat ion (4.5) compute the details D s,j,t by replacing Ws ,j,t

3) Compute the details Ds ,j, j

= 8, . . . , 1 and the smooth S

resp ect ively, and denot e the resulting details without
Ds, j, j

,J.

To the details D s,8,

= 480, 770, 1440,

filter of Section 4.4 with p eriods d

apply median-based

Ds ,9, Ds,10,

5

the periodic com pon ents by

= 8, 9, 10;

4a) If N corresponds to two months, compute the filt ered magnetogram

from which the

periodic and noise components have been removed:
,·'1s,t + Es

=
=

4b) If N corresponds to one year (1
long-term

(secular) component,

and compute

7

10

j=l

j=8

L D s,j,t + L D s,j,t + Ss,10,t
X s,t - Ps,t - L s,t - flls,t;

= 19), replace th e smooth Ss ,J, which reflects the
by it s average N-

the filtered magnetogram

1

L~o 1 Ss,J,t =

N-

•

•

7 _

=

10

j=8

l N-1

19

L D s,j,t + L D s,j,t + _L
j=l

-z;~olXs,t

from which the trend, periodic and noise

components have been removed:
As ,t + B s

1

J=ll

= Xs,t - Fs,t - L s,t - flls,t;

D s,j,t

+

N

L
l.=0

X s,t
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5) Compute the average of the filtered magnetogram
1 N-1

A

Ms = N

~

A

A

( As,t

1 N-1

{

+ Bs)

N

=

~

A

}

As,t

A

+ Bs

and center the filtered data to have mean zero:
A

A

A

A

A

1

A~,t = (As ,t + Bs) - Ms= As,t - N

N-l

L As,t·
A

t=O

(This step eliminates, in particular, the constant field Bs.);
6) Adjust for the magnetic latitud e:

(Bs is the magnetic latitude of stations. );
7) Average over all stations to obtain a global index:
s

It=

½L A~~t, t = 0, 1, ...

, N - 1.

s=l

To facilitate th e discussion below, we refer to the ind ex It as th e Wavel et Ind ex of Storm
Activity or WISA.
Comments.

1) The last two steps of th _e algorithm are the same as for the standard

Dst index, see

[27], p. 457. (In the construct ion of the Dst ind ex A~,t are the data with B s, Ls,t and

Ps,t manually removed.)
2) In orde r to obtain th e WISA over a given period of time, only the data from that
period are used. For examp le, to construct an ind ex over a period of two months ,
no observations outside that period are needed. This feature offers the flexibility of
constructing

the index only from new data or of using a moving window of su itab ly

chosen length .
3) The WISA reflects only the dynamic range of storm activity over a given period of
tim e and do es not provide any reference level relative to the past.

If the WISA is
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constructed

for a period of one year, its mean over that year is zero, but the means

over any subperiods of that year need not be zero. If the ind ex is construct ed over
two month s, its mean over these two months is zero .
4) The WISA can be constructed practically over any period of time, but to obtain values
similar to th e standard Dst , at leas t two months worth of data are needed. Th e p eriods
1

of two months and one year were chosen for illustration only. Note th at if It Y is an
index constructed

from one year worth of data and

If

111

is an index constructed only

from , e.g., March-April data, then over the month s of March and April th e indices

f[Y an d

I;mwill differ slightl y.

5) On ce th e length of the p eriod of time over which the WISA is to be comput ed is set,
the proc edur e is fully automatic and requir es m ere ly one minut e measur ements of th e
hori zontal int ensity as input .
6) Even quality one-minute dat a from INTERMAGNET

CDs which we used contain

some missing values. We used linear int erpol at ion to est imate these missing values
(magnetometer

data from Hon olulu: 2% in 2001 and 0.1% in March-April of 2001;

San Juan: 2% in 2001 and 0.3% in March-April of 2001) . Lin ea r interpo lat ion gives
slightl y different valu es of the WISA , the differenc e is however not perceptibl e by eye
on a grap h showing both indi ces over a p eriod of two months.
Th e data we worked with had only occasional stretc hes of a few missing values. The
presence of long st retch es of missing values ma y be a serious prob lem. This iss ue and
th e use of d ata from non-Dst stat ions will be explored in futur e work.
7) Th e WISA is a one-minut e index , so in order to compare it to the standard Dst, some
averaging is needed. Thi s issue is taken up in greater detail in Section 4.6.
8) Th e algorithm describ ed in this section can be modified in several ways whil e preserving the genera l idea. For example, different thr esholding levels could be used and
the remova l of the periodic component could be ex tended to level j

= 7.

Values of
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p in the range 0.90 to 0.99 give only a negligibly different index.

At levels j

= 8, 9,

a component with period of 1 day cou ld be removed rather than components with
periods of 8 and 12 hours, respectively. All these modifications wou ld produce only a
slight ly different index. The algor ithm we sett led on seems most logical.
9) Naive removal of the details containing the noise and periodic component rat her than
statistica l filtering produces highly oversmoothed storm events because the information about the storms is contained in all levels and must be extracted with care.
10) For one year data, the long-term trend at a given station is est imate d by the smooth
S5

J,

see step 46) of the algorithm.

Since our goal is to produce an ind ex of sto rm

activity, Ss,J was replaced by its average.
11) It is well-established that th e pattern of the daily variation changes with season and
undergoes other long term changes. We therefore see the primary application of the
proposed method in computing the index over a window of two months.
daily periodicity of Ps,t over the period of one year is more questionable,

Assuming
but the

WISA computed over one year is sti ll remarkab ly close to the sta nd ard Dst. A detailed
comparison is presented in Section 4.6.
12) Th e complexity of MODWT is O(nlog 2 (n)).

On Sun V2-40, with two 1.28 GHz

processors and 8192 MB of RAM , it takes slightly under an hour to obtain WISA for
N
4.6

=

one year, and slightly und er 3 min for N

=

2 months.

Comparison to Dst
The objective of this sect.ion is to compare the new WISA ind ex to the Dst index. There

are severa l sources of differences:
1) WISA and Dst are calculated in fundamentally different way.
2) Dst is an hourly ind ex and WISA is a one-minute index. To obtain hourly values of
WISA we used one-minute averages from INTERMAGNET's

CDs (which are them-
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selves averages of raw data recorded with 5 s frequency) and then averaged the sixty
values of one-minute WISA following the time for which Dst is reported.

3) Even the best quality records contain missing values . We interpolated
via linear interpolation.

A different interpolation

the missing

technique would produce slightly

different WISA values. We do not know how missing values are handled to produce
Dst.
Ideally, we would like to compare WISA to Dst with respect to defferences arising from the
different methodology, i.e., from source 1). This source cannot, however, be separated from
sources 2) and 3) and keeping this in mind we will argue that tl1e contribution
is negligible, i.e., over a period of one year our technique can automatically
up to the acuracy determined

of source 1)

reproduce Dst

by the preprocessing of the raw data.

In the comparison below we use the final one-hour Dst index and WISA computed from
one-minute

values of the H-component

(Dst stations).

for Hermanus,

Honolulu, Kakioka, and San Juan

We consider the time period .January-December,

few very strong storms with the dynamic range approaching

2001 , which contains a

500 nT. By construction,

the

average of the WISA is zero , cf. comment 3) in Section 4 .5. The Dst is computed over longer
periods of time and its average is not zero for any subperiod
the comparison possib le, we substracted

(but is close to zero). To make

the average value of the Dst for the periods over

which we compare it to WISA. Specifically, when using the Dst over the whole year 2001,
we added 18 nT to it to make its average for 2001 zero. For the subperiods
different constants

had to be added.

of two months ,

For example, for the period of March-April,

which

contains a very strong storm , we added 31 nT to the Dst to make its average over this two
month period zero.
Figure 4.3 shows the Dst index (bottom panel) and the hourly averages of WISA ( top
panel). The two indices look very similar. In Figure 4.4, the differences between Dst and
WISA are plotted and are seen to be genera lly smaller than 10 nT. These differences tend
to be slightly larg er during disturbed

period (Dst

< -30 nT) than during quiet periods
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(Dst 2 -30 nT). This point is illustrated in Figure 4.5. The physical interpretation

of the

larger spread of differences for disturbed conditions requires add ition al st udy with large r
data sets, but it can be conjectured that our approximation of the diurnal component is more
accurate during quiet periods; during disturbed p eriod s this component appears less stab le.
The differences for both the disturbed and calm periods have an error-type distribution,
indicating that they may be attributab le to chance errors rather than a systematic bias.
As exp laine d above, the averaging of WISA to obtain an hourl y ind ex introdu ces some
arbitrary variability . To assess this variability, we computed the differenc es

!:::.It=It - It - I,

t = l , 2, . . . , lN/60J - l.

The samp le standard deviation of these differen ces, denot ed s 6 1 is a meas ur e of variability
du e to averaging over one hour interv als. Since the differ ences are approximate ly norm ally
distributed,

the 100(1 - a)% confidence interval for th e hourly WISA can be defin ed as

(4.11)
where 213denotes ,8th quantil e of th e standard normal distribution.
SM=

For th e whol e of 2001,

5.20 nT , and 97.72% of the Dst values are within the 95% confid ence limit s . Figure

4.6 shows the 95% confid ence interv als tog eth er with the two indi ces for the first week of
J an uary. The graphs have a similar app eara nce for th e rem ainin g weeks of 2001.
We also compared hourly WISA computed over 2 month periods in 2001 to the Dst.
Graphs for the mo st sto rmy p er iod, March-April, are presented in Figur es 4.7- 4.10. For
this period , all Dst values are within the 95% confidenc e limits. Th e increasing spr ead of
differences visib le in Figure 4.8 is due to a very stro ng storm in the midd le of that period. As
for the WISA computed from one year worth of data, th e var iability clue to the averaging
of the one-minute WISA is sta tisti cally greater than t he differences between th e hourl y
WISA and the Dst. Perhaps more importantly , the difference between th e WISA an d the
Dst , wh ich is typically about 5 nT, is negligible compared to th e dynamic range of a sto rm
which is severa l hundred nT.
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4.7

Conclusions
We propose an auto mati c procedure for calcu lat ing an index of geomagnetic storm ac-

tivity which uses sca le time-dependent

decomposition provided by the Maximum Overlap

Discrete Wavelet Transform and statistical filtering techniques. We use the wavelet thresholding to remove the noise and a median-based

filter to remove the periodic component.

The procedure produces a one-min ut e index and requires on ly a recent short stretc h of data.
It replaces the Dst dete rmination of quiet days involving subjective human selection by robust statistica l estimation of the diurnal component.

When the H-components of the four

Dst stations are provided as input , the hourl y averages of the new index are statistica lly
indistinguishable

from the Dst values.

The procedure

can take magn eto meter data from different stat ions as inp ut thus

allowing the study of the effect of the choice of the stations on the index of storm act ivity.
Such a study is, however, beyond the scope of this work.

The proposed procedure is

flexib le and amenable to various modifications and can potentia lly serve as a useful tool
in the study of the magnetic stroms.

Its full automat ion has a substantial

potentia l for

operationa l purposes.
Research is ongoing to invest igate both the sho rt-t erm, sto rm-r elated wavelet decomposition s and the long-te rm seasonal and solar cycle dependencies of the other compon ents in
equat ion (4.2).
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The unique strength of wavelets follows from many appea ling properties
utilized in the context of highly-correlated

that can be

tim e series as well as semi- and nonparam et ri c

estimation.
In Chapter

2, we showed how to construct useful wavelet-based

for the self-similarit y parameter

confidence intervals

H. We focused on the Linear Fractional Stable Motion,

which is used as a modeling tool in the high-resolution traffic meas urements from modern
communication networks. Statistical inference about the self-similarity parameter may help
to detect unusual network traffic flow patterns.
confidence intervals for H, asymptotic

We exam ined methods of constructing

versus resampling.

The super iorit y of the latter

approac h lies in the fact that it does not require (typically unavailable) knowledge about
the tai l ind ex o.

Although parameters

such as subsample or block size in resampling

methods must be spec ified, we provide practical recommendations

for their values. It was

shown that the asymptotic method with variance based on the corr ect and incorr ect , but
reasonably chosen o, provides quite low empirica l coverage probabilities.
is outperformed

by all resampling methods considered.

This method

When blocks are appropriately

chosen , subsampling method yields coverage probabilities about 1%-5% below the nominal
coverage. Block bootstrap method with short blocks provides confidence intervals that are
shorter, but undercoverage increases to about 1%-15% below the nominal coverage. Similar
em pirical coverage can be achieved by th e bootstrap method , however without the probl em
of the block size select ion . These three methods provide coverage very close to the nominal
values and are mu ch better than the asymptotic method which has been used so far, and
do not require the knowledge of the tail index

a,.

Application of the resampling confidence

int ervals, via a procedure for monitoring constancy of H, to a important

network traffic

traces provides new insights about the constancy and level of self-similarity. On contrary to a
pr evious study , which concluded the rej"ection of constancy in the self-s imil arity parameter,
we show that there is not enoug h evidence to reject constancy in H.

Int erest ingly, the
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estimated value of this parameter exceeds the theoretical range of (0, 1) suggest ing that we
may be dealing with a different type of self-s imilar process than LFSM, so the conclusions
of all studies must be treated with caution.

In Chapter 3, an important and difficult task of discriminating
pendence and weak dependence with nonstationarities

between long-rang e de-

was investigated.

A wavelet-domain

test in which und er the null hypothesis the time series is weakly dependent with a polynomial trend and und er the alternative hypothesis it is LRD, possibly with a polynomial trend,
was developed and studied. It was assumed that the time series Y1 follows an ARMA(p, q)
model under the null and ARFIMA(p, 8,q), 8 > 0, model under the alt ernat ive. A simulation
study estab lished that the test has roughly the correct size for moderate weak dependence
(0.1 ::; cp::; 0.8) and performs noticeably better for N = 1024 than for N = 512. For

N = 512 the test is conse rvativ e for 0.1 ::; cp::; 0.6. Overall, the test has very good power.
The test can be applied if a piecewise polynomial trend is suspected, provided there are few
break points relative to the length of the series. Application of the test to ann ual minima
of the Nile River confirmed the presence of long-range dependence in this time series.
Flexibility in decomposing the signal, across various frequencies, but without the loss
of location in time , via wavelets was demonstrated
magnetic storm activity was developed.

in Chapter 4, where a new index of

In the procedure, the extraction

of the daily Sq

variation is achieved by deseasonalizing the details associated with the daily and half-daily
frequencies, and is free of human input. Deseasonalizing is robust due to the use of medianrather than mean-based filter. Specifications of the wavelet ana lysis are chosen to address
the issues associated with the nature of the magnetogram data. Magnetogram readings from
2001 were used to compare the traditional Dst index with the new wavelet-based ind ex. The
comparison showed that the differences are negligible compared to the dynamic range of a
storm.
A possible extension of the topics covered by this dissertation would be an investigat ion
of the estimation

techniques from Chapter 3 in case of an ARFIMA process with stab le

innovations. Chapter 3 poses many theoretical problems related to wavelet domain approx -
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imat ion of time domain likelihood s. In Chapter 4, it would be int erest ing to see if it is
possible to modify the wavelet -bas ed procedure to estimate th e essential contributor

of th e

magnetic storm act ivity, i.e., the ring current . In other words, whether it would b e feas ible
to remov e the effects of auroral current systems, that int ensify during th e magnetic stor ms,
an d extract the so-called symmetric ring current.
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